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Introduction 
Eoology baa boon defined by Odum (19&0 as tho "study of the 
structure and funotion of ecosystems". Ho indicated that muob 
attention has been devoted to the structural or deaoriptive 
approach, whereas few studios of tho funotion of ecosystems have 
been attempted, Odum (196*2) further states that by Btruoturo ho 
jnoantt a) the composition of tho biological oommunity, including 
epooies, numbers, biomass, l i f e history and distribution i n spaoo 
of populations, b) the quantity and distribution of abiotio 
materials such as nutrients and water, and o) tho range or gradiont 
of conditions of existenoe, such as temperature and light* Funotion 
was defined ass a) the rate of biologioal energy flow through the 
ecosystem i*e* rates of produotion plus rates of respiration, b) 
tho rate of biogooohemioal cycling e.g. nutrient flow, and e) 
biologioal or eoologioal regulation* 
The structural or descriptive approach therefore, serves only 
to describe the existenoe of organisms, and materials in the eoo-
system* Odum (1962) and lloofadyen (1964) have indicated that, 
although biomass i n different ecosystems may be widely different, 
the energy flow produoed may be very similar* Striot ooaparisons 
of numbers alone are therefore of limited use when one wishes to 
fully understand the working of oooaystemo* The functional appro&oh, 
• * - . 
whereby rates of energy flow par unit area of habitat per unit 
tiad ore measured for various organisms, w i l l enable etriot oca* 
parisons to bo made both witidn and between eeooystams* 
The energy flov models constructed by Odum (1<#2. 19$5) and 
Kaofadyen (19&) Indioate that in on open water marina eoosystea 
the important food ehain appears to bo the grafting one, whereas i n 
a forest eoosyotem the detritus food ehain appeare to be the more 
Important of the tee* Early bioenergotio studies dealt with 
aquatio ecosystems, and although Bornebusoh published his now 
. olassio study i n 1930, i t was not until the publication of Golley's 
(1960) study, that serious attention was paid to the terrestrial 
ecosystem. She reason for this was due i n port to the supposedly 
simple structure of the aquatio ecosystem, as opposed to the com* 
plexity of the terrestrial one. Currently, increasing attention ia 
being paid to the role of terrestrial animals in promoting energy 
flow through ecosystems. ZSost of the terrestrial animals already . 
studied belong to the relatively simple graslng food ebaliu The 
detritus ohaln bos a more heterogeneous oolleotion of organisms than 
the erasing one, the oomtsonost groups being the large dooomposera 
(Lunbrloidae, Zsopoda, Diplopoda); the small deoooposers (Collembola, 
Orobatei, Snahytroeidae) t and the microorganisms such as Pretosoa, 
Fungi and Bacteria. Maofodyen (1961, 19&0 has sugcestod that 
3 -
microor goni ems oon aooount for aa much aa 90 percent of tbo energy 
flow through an ecosystem. I f this assumption l a oorreot, the 
question arises as to tho role of tho largo and small dooomposoro 
in a detritus food chain* 
Before the present study began, no single speoioa of a typo 
designated by uaofadyon (19&3) and others as "large decomposers*, 
hod been studied i n a l l i t s l i f e stages to determine i t s role l a 
the breakdown of l i t t e r , and i t s contribution to the total energy 
flow of a woodland ecosystem* As part of a woodland ecosystem study 
in Durham, the two isopods Oniseos asellua.L. and Poroellio ooaber. 
latr . (large deoomposers l a the detritus food chain) were ohoeea to 
obtain such information* 
The equations eomaonly used for the measurement of energy flow 
ore those defined by Slobodkin (196*2), and Wiogort (1964>)« These 
equations employ different symbols to describe tho same parameters, 
and may be applied to whole eoosystems, species population, or 
single individuals* Slobodlcia'e (1962) terminology expressed i n 
i t s simplest form l e t * " "' 
I m .. .. & , • * 
Energy of Energy of Energy of 
assimilation ,; respiration growth and 
reproduction 
i 
tiiegort'a (19&0 formula enooopaeaes tho components of Oibb's free 
energy equation, and may be expressed ae»-
• AH ' y-.m TAS • A * 
Food energy - ' - Energy dis-» Energy used 
assimilated sip&tod as heat for growth and 
of respiration reproduction 
AH represents the energy inoome, T&S the energy lost as heat from 
the system (unavailable or bound energy), and AS* tho energy staying 
in the system (available or free energy)* Energy flew i s represented 
by &+Y or TAB +AF, Quantification of these expressions i n oon~ 
junction with biomass data, permits the energy budgets of ecosystems, 
apooies populations, or single individuals, in terms of energy flow 
per unit area of habitat per unit time, to be calculated* 
Attempts to solve the equation for whole ecosystems have been 
made by Cdum and Odum (1955) J Odum (1957) J and Teal (1957)* How-
ever, i t i s difficult for one person to perform a l l the tasks nooes-
sary for a whole ooosystem apr-roaoh. Host workers have restrioted 
their studies to the evaluation of the whole equation for simple 
food chains, species populations, or the study of one parameter of 
the whole equation. She individual parameter most often studied i s 
Rj(TAS) for terrestrial Invertebrates, as i t represents the greatest 
5 -
proportion of total energy flow. These restricted approaches era . 
valuable, for as information is obtained, albeit gradually, a 
synthesis of tho total energy flow of the ecosystem w i l l be mode* 
Attempts to solve the whole equation for simple food chains or 
species populations have been made by»- ftlohman (195Q); Odum and 
Smalley (1959); Slobodkin (1959)I Golley (1960); Smulloy (1960)| 
Englemann (1961); Kuensler (1961 a.b.); Teal (1952) t Odum, 
Cornell and Davenport (1962)1 UoNab (1963); Golley and Gentry 
(I9&t); Bonn (196^ ., 1965)1 Wiegert (196\, 1965)1 Paine (1965)1 
Petrides and Swank (1965)1 and Saito (1965)* Measurements for 
R(TAS) have boon made by»- Nielsen (1961)1 Phililpson (1962, 
1963)| Berthet (1963)I O'Connor {1963)1 and Ito (196t). 
The present study attempts to solve the whole equation for the 
two isopod speoies Onisous aaellus and Porcellio aoabor. For a 
ooopleto energy flow study the rates of assimilation, respiration, 
body and reproductive growth, and the calories they represent must 
be determined* Measurements of numbers and biomass, and death rates 
w i l l enable the above data to be expressed in terms of energy per 
unit area of habitat per annum* Zt was not possible to obtain the 
population data for the two speoies i n the time available, therefore 
the rates obtained for assimilation, respiration, and growth, are 
presented as 'best estimates', thus facilitating the calculation 
•» 6 « 
from bionuao data, whan available, of tha rata energy flow per unit 
area of habitat per annua* 
Energy of assimilation may he oaloulated aeoording to the 
equationt« 
Energy of * Energy of • Energy of 
assimilation ingeotion egeation . 
3$ AH) 
Energy of respiration & or IAS, and energy of growth and 
reproduction T ©rAP, may be measured directly. The independent 
measurement of a l l three parameters of the energy flow equation 
enabled two estimates of energy flow to be presented i.e. I/AH) or 
R/TAS) • Y,(AP). Thus a double check is available, enabling the 
accuracy of the results obtained to be ascertained. She eompleto 
energy budget of each species may be presented la the following 
manners** 
^ INGESTION 
EGESTIQN ASS52LATI0W 
I 
RESPIRATION 
GROWTH 0? 
BOOT SSPROSOCSZCS W&US 
- 7-
As body growth, reproductive growth, and growth by moulting 
word to bo separately measured Slobodkin'e (1962) terminology may 
be expanded to»* 
X * E • 71 • Y2 • T* 
body roprod, moult 
Since the study began Saito (1945) has presented data for the 
energy flow of the looped jM^idlum .foponioum la a warn temperate 
ecosystem. She biomass data presented by Saito plus the 'best 
estimates* obtained la the present study are used to oompore the 
roles of jTiii^aiua .laramieum. Onlscua aaellua. and Foroollio seaber 
la promoting energy flow through different woodland eooaystoms. 
• 8 • 
SECTION 1 
Invoeticationo to dotormino the energy assimilated (Z or A B) 
bv Onlnous aoollus L. and PoreolUo sefflbex Ustr*. 
General Introduction. 
Detailed aeeounte of aOeirailation rates of terrestrial inverte-
brates are few. Ausou (1955) studied the laopod P.scabort Gere 
(1956a) the iaopod Protracb<3onlsouB politus; and (1956 b, o and d. 
and 1957) the oaterpillar ftvr>h&ntria ouncfti Odun and Smalley (1959) 
and Smalley (1960) the grasshopper Orchellumua fiaiolniwni 
PhiUlpeon (1960 a, b,) the harvest spider Kltonua norlo; Odum, 
Connell and Davenport (1962) the herbivorous Ortboptera ffolenopus 
femuvruhrua. M.biliteratua. and Oeoftnthua niirrloornloi Hortensto* 
in (1964) the iPQ-pod O.asellust Waldbauer (1964 a.b.) the tobaooo 
hornwora Protonarco eoxtat Wiegert (1964) the spittle bug PMlaenua 
spuaarius; and (1965) the grasshopper populations in old field and 
alfalfa field ecosystems; Eubbell, Sikora and Paris (1965) the 
laopod Armadlllidium vulraret and Vieser (1965) the isopod P.soaber. 
The determination of assimilation rates (X or AH) by the 
different l i f e stages la the field, aeoording to the equation 
Assimilation • Food ingested - Faeoes produoed, is a diffioult task. 
Experiments under as near natural oonditions as possible were made 
by enclosing animals, eo that the food net eaten and the faeeea 
produced by them during tho oouree of an experiment oould be ascer-
tained. However, possible experimental errors vers eentered around 
the faet that the ratos of assimilation might vary with the type of 
food eaten. To reduee any errors associated with varying oooimil-
ation rates, I t was f e l t that information was needed oonoorning the 
preferred foods of each of tho lsopod speolos, before any measure 
of assimilation oould be made. She methods used and the results 
obtained, form the content of Chapter 1* 
She most preferred foods as shown In Chapter 1 were then used 
In experiments to investigate tho rato of assimilation* So oaloulate 
this rate for each l i f e stage of O.aaollus. and P.sonbor. i t woe 
neoossary to measure the rate of food Ingestion and faooes produc-
tion. I n i t i a l l y the intention was to carry out these experiments 
during the winter and aussaer months, so that a seasonal comparison 
could be made. Owing to a shortage of time and a look of animals 
in the winter months, only the rate of faeoes production was deter-
mined. She methods used and the results obtained In this winter 
study are presented In Chapter 2, 
She rates of Ingestion, ogestlon and assimilation of the known 
preferred foods were obtained In the summer experiment. She methods 
used and the results obtained form the basis of Chapter % 
10 -
Wlosor (1965) is tho only author to have presented asolmil* 
ation data for a 'largo decomposer' (P.sonbor) i n a l l ita l l f o 
stages* Tho present study rectifies this situation for O.POQHUS. 
Tha experiments with P.soabor wore being made before Wiosor's (1965) 
aooount appeared, thus the results obtained, proved useful for 00m-
porative purposes* The results given in Chapters 2 and 3 wore used 
to oaloulate a 'best estimate' of energy assimilated (X or An), for 
both the isopod speoies, thus fMilitating 'the oaloulntlon, from 
biomass data, of the annual energy assimllatod per unit area of 
habitat by any population of O.aselluo or PPsoaber. The methods 
used end the results obtained form the oontent of Chapter 4* 
* 11 -
•• 0 -.• • Chapter 1. ;-.-V" . ;? '' : 
food proferenow of Onlaoufl asollas ana Poroollio eoabor. 
Introduotion. ; iV. 
Kany statements am to to found i n the literature ooneernlng 
the omnivorous habits of lsopodst Theobald (1901*) j Pieroe (1907)} 
GoUingo (1915)) Howard (1SW>)| Heeley (19H){ Hatohott (1947) f 
Beerstooher ot al 095b)t Bekkw (1956)j Brereton (1956)| Goro 
(1956 a)i don Boor (1961)» Bunger (1962)t Paris (1963)t Boyor 
<19^ 4)r Hartenatota (l96\)t Hubbon, Sikora and Paris (1965): 
Paria and Slkora (1965)1 Wieaer (1965) I and Sal to (1965)* However, 
only Paris, studying Arnadilliaiura vulgaro has otteapted food 
preferenoe experiments. Paris' work is important booauso bo oon-
duotod preliminary experiments to eliminate foods not oaten in tho 
field* For those foods most readily oaten, he was able to l i s t a 
table of preference by oondueting laboratory experiments where tho 
numbers of Individuals feeding on eaoh food wore coopered. The food 
whiob was most frequently visited (dead Pioris so. leaves) was. 
assumed to be tho one aoet commonly eaten in nature. 
In the present study, food preforenee investigations wore of 
three kindst« 
• 12 • 
1) Preliminary studiee with 0*aeellua to eliminate 
the foods not eaten* 
2) The determination of the order of food preforenM 
of fl.aaftllua la the laboratory.' 
3) The determination of too order of preference of 
O.Goellua and P.goaber under soar natural conditions. 
1. PraHmlnnry studios with O.osellua. <••• •• 
MsthodSs • 
A modification of the methods employed by Paris (12&3) was 
used* Forty different food items and two hundred lndividuala of 
a l l oise r&n&ea of O.aeellua were oolleoted in the vioinity of Durham 
City. Zhe foods Oonaiated of reoently killed animala, and fresh 
and decaying plant materials, which oolleotively represented stoat 
of the potential foods available to the isopod* A diso of eaoh 
plant food, £^om diameter was out with a ootf borer, and intro-
duoed into a 60 x 60 x 5 em metal tray, the bottom of whioh woe 
oovored with damp f i l t e r paper* She recently killed potential 
animal foods were plaood individually i n the tray* Svo hundred 
Q.aaellu| «ere then introduced Into the trey, the top of whioh was 
finally sealed with a sheet of glass. After 24 h. tho ioopods were 
removed and the percentage of eaoh food item eaten was estimated by 
eye* 
Beaultst ; • '-- ;? . 
She eight foods moat readily oaten vera assumed to bo the 
preferred ones* labia 1* auaaarlaee the reaulte obtained. 
Toblo 11 Foods moat readily eaten by O.aaellua iBhan allovod ' 
to food for 24- h on 40 of the moat oooKnonly ooouring 
foods in the habitat. 
Food item .• V'"-" aonouaed 
Dead Thistle (Onopordura ap) leaves 90 
,. •Deo Syoamora (£ggg*p) leave* « v? 90 ^  
Dead Nettle (Urtioq mi) leave* \ 85 
Deo Oak (Ouoroua ep) leave* • * /* *! *t SO "'" 
l> Deo Chestnut (Caatanoa sp) leave* J*Xt*fl» iF-v—* 80 % ^ 
. Deo Beoob (Farcus sp) leave* • • • • • ^ j , f n-;,;-- .-r; 5 
Fallen log bark 2 
• Deo » Deeaying 
An indication of tha prefersnoe ia given by the various percentages 
consumed, and i t ia olear that dead and decaying plant material 
vaa moat readily eatent I t 1* possible that only a snail propor-
tion of the tee hundred animals vara responsible for the removal 
of the food*, therefore further experiments to determine the numbers 
of animals ootuslly feeding during the oourae of the experiment 
vers made* 
• 14 * 
2, Food preference of O.ftseilus i n the laboratory. 
Ifethodes /• 
Individual O.oeellua of a l l also rangea were oolleoted in the 
field and brought Into the laboratory. The foods which wore shown 
by the earlier vxpwimaa.% to bo most readily eaten were eolleoted 
end out Into 3 em diaoa* Feeding chambers were prepared, the basic 
layout of whioh la shown la 71s* 1&* Eaoh feeding ohombor eoneleted 
of a orystaHlaing dleh 15 x 7*5 em, on the bottom of whioh gloats 
fibre f i l t e r paper wee placed, and kept damp by an inverted 2x1" 
tube f i l l e d with water* Glee* fibre f i l t e r paper was ooneidered 
nooessery in that ieopode eat normal f i l t e r paper, and thlo activity 
oould have influonoed food preferenoe determinations • She shelter 
whioh surrounded the 2 x 1" tube wee made from the l i d of a p i l l 
box of 6 cm diameter, and entraneea were out to facilitate movement 
of the experimental nnlnmle into and out of the shelter* Sheltero 
were oonaidered neoeaaary ee Balcker (1956) noted that without then 
P.oeaber, tended to remain feeding on the food e l l day* whioh la 
oontrory to their daytime habit cf hiding under atoneo, log bark, 
and in orevioes. Saoh ebamber was sealed with a 6 x glaeo 114 
whioh enabled SH to be maintained at > SSflS 
(a) Tho Layout of * typical fooding ohambor 
4 
t 
(b) Arrangement of feeding chambers in the food proferonoo 
experiments so that light coming from a oertaln direotion 
would affoot a l l foods equally. 
V V I 
• 
2 \ l inch tn««it«d 
1*1 o 
Glou f i b i * f i l ter 
popar Shelim • n l i u n i 
o 
I 
I 
I o I 3 1 
- 15 » 
The elegit ohosen foods were divided into two groups of four 
(GOO Table 2)* Discs of oaoh of tho four foods i n tho group wore 
plaood equidistant around the perimeter of the fooding chamber* 
Four replicates wore used for each group of foods, and those were 
orientated in the manner shown i n Fig* 1b* This ensured that 
light coming from a^  oerteia direction would afroot a l l foods equally, 
thereby reducing potential errors i f tho anlmnlo happened to eon-
gregate on food unsffooted by tho light* Twenty-five animals were 
introduced into each dish and allowed to food for 24 h* During 
this time hourly oounts were mads of the nutabors feeding on oaoh 
food* Counting at night was facilitated by tho use of a torch 
masked with a yellow f i l t e r * At tho end of the 24 a. feeding 
period tho animals were removed and tho results analysed as follows i -
a) The numbers of isopods observed feeding on oaoh food at each 
hourly observation were summed and divided by tho number of 
replicates, thus giving tho mean number per chamber seen 
feeding on oaoh food during tho 24 h feeding period* 
b) She percentage of food oaten i n 24 h was estimated by eye* 
Table 2 shows a summary of the results obtained. 
• 16 -
Sable 2t O.nsolluet She noon number per chamber obaorvod 
feeding on a given food during a 24 h period, end 
. the percentage of each food eaten per 24 h. 
Experiment 1 
See Sycamore (Aeejt; ep) leaves 
Dead Kettle ftlrtioa ep) leaves 
Bead thistle (OncmwQum ep) leave* 
Bark • Plourococona ' 
Jfoan no 35 feeding eaten 
• » <$ . 
24 75 
25 60 
8 1 ' 
25 50 
20 40 
12 • 5 
•' 8 ' 2 
• Experiment 2 
Doo Oak (Querous. BP) leaves 
Deo S« Cheatnut (Caatanea ep) leaves 
Fallen log bark 
Bee Beech flfoffua ep) leaves 
A further 24 h experimont was made on five of the foods to 
obtain an order of preference for the moat readily eaten foods* 
She foods used were decaying Sycamore leaves, dead Kettle leaves, 
dead Thistle leaves, deoaying Sweet Chestnut leaves, and dooaying 
Oak leaves* She methods end experimental set up were similar to 
the previous experiment, but five foods instead of four were 
placed in each feeding chamber. The results are Shown i n Sable 5* 
I t is dear that dead and deoaying plant material i s most preferred, 
17-
Tablo 3s O.aaelluat Final order of food preference aa shown 
by the laboratory experiments, shoving the mean number 
per chamber feeding per 24 h on the five food* most ' 
readily eaten. 
ffood item v mean no. % 
.. feeding ,.oaten ^  
Dead Thistle (OnoT>or&ua OP) leaves 35 89 
Dead Settle (Urtlea op) leaves * 32 73 
Deo. Sycamore (Ageg sp) loaves 32 79 
Deo. Oak (ftuorous BP) leaves 20 s'•'" 40 
Deo.3, Chestnut fCastanea sp) leaves . 18 , 25 
dead Kettle, dead Thistle, and deoaylng Syoomore leaves being the 
most preferred of a l l the foods offered* maximum feeding ocourred 
during the hours of darkness* l i t t l e or no feeding being observed 
during the day when the animals sought refuge under the shelters. 
She above method was thought to have certain limitations, for 
example hourly oounts over a 24 h period were tedious* and the 
experiment had to be mads under laboratory conditions which may not 
have refleotod the fiold situation* Tho combined effect of removing 
tho feeding chamber lids, end tho prolonged use of the torch light 
when counting during the night, tended to disturb the animals, and 
in some oasee tho animals moved from the food on whioh they were 
• 18* 
feeding before counting took pluoe. Therefore a aore sophisticated 
technique Involving an autoaatie camera, which removed the burden 
of regular observation* and enabled the experiments to be oonduotod 
under near natural oonditlons was employed, 
V An outomatio earners devise for food preference and activity 
studies, under near natural conditions. 
Automatic camera devioes were used by Pearson (i96o)i>) and : 
Cewardla end Ashe (1 $65) to record animal activity. The value of 
an automatic device is that once the apparatus is set up and the 
experiment begun, continuous observation by the experimenter i s 
eliminated/ and a permanent photographic record i s given which may 
be analysed at a later date. The present apparatus was designed 
for the specific purpose of determining, vith the minimum of 
interferencej-
a) the number of animals feeding on the foods most commonly: 
occurring in the habitat of both O.asoUua and P.acaber. 'l 
< thereby determining an order of food preference* •• 
- and :J 
b) the feeding aotivity patterns of the two species whereby 
the percentage of animals active at a given time during 
a die! oould be determined. 
- 1 9 -
Fig* 2 Dhows tho assembled apparatus and Pigs* 5s and 3b show 
the individual components* I t eon bo seen from Fig* 3b that e 
Prakti 35 «»• fully automatie oamera was mounted firmly on a 
: reinforced hordboard frame* The oamera shutter release meohaniom 
was oonnooted by means of a strong wire to a lever operated by a 
solenoid, also firmly mounted to the frame* A olook mechanism 
(Fig* 3a) operated from the mains wis a transformer and reotifier, 
sot to activate the solenoid onoo every 50 minutes ensured that the 
camera operated at regular intervals throughout a given period of 
time, normally 24 h. This aasemblago was placed on an adjustable 
frame of angle iron which had previously boon erootod in the 
Zoology department lnseotary, whore a mains supply was available* 
and tho temperature and light conditions approximated to those i n 
the field* Feeding ohambers wore placed at ground level beneath 
the oamera as shown in Fig* 2* 
Tho transformer - rectifier output to the time lapse olook 
mechanism and solenoid was 6 volts D*C«, whereas the coupled flash 
mechanism operated on a f u l l mains supply of 240 volts A*C* In 
operation the steel dieo attached to the tine lapse mechanism 
revolved, moving the pointer towards the open strip oontaet X 
(Fig* 3a) * She pointer elosed the contact and completion of the 
Pifi.2. 
She automatie camera device, oomplote oaaeably. 
•i '-I 
lime laps* 
mechanism i 
lo main* P S — m lifier 
angle iron electronic flash 
from* equipment 
camera and 
\k firing mechanism 
feeding 
chambers 
Kg*3. 
(a) Individual components of tho automatio oamera devise, 
as viewed from above* 
(b) Automutio oaaera devioe, ventral view of the rigid 
hardboard frame. 
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oirouit activated tho solenoid which pulled tho lover towards i t , 
which la turn operated the shutter release mechanism cad tho coupled 
electronic flash* The film was automatically wound on after esoh 
exposure. With the tine lapse olook mechanism s t i l l i n operation 
the pointer moved past the oontaot Z which sprung book to i t s 
position of rest, thus breaking the oirouit, and inaotlvating tho 
solenoid* She lever was pulled from the solenoid toy the shutter 
release moohanieau This procedure vas repeated every JO minutes* 
Preliminary experiments showed that the best photograph 
definition was obtained using Kodak Plus Z film at a oaaera to 
feeding chamber distance of 3*6"«; I t woe observed that the snlimtls -
were not disturbed when the flash operated, therefore no filters 
were needed, She animals were made more easily distinguishable by 
painting a small spot of white cellulose dope on the dorsal Surface. 
At a camera to feeding ehsmber distance of 3*6* i t was possible to 
rooogniae a l l the animals feeding i n twelve 15 x 7*5 cm feeding 
chambers, or one 60 s 60 x 5 cm metal tray* The feeding chambers 
were almost identical to those used i n the earlier food preference 
studies (Fig. 1 ) , however condensation on the glass lids of m ooted 
the picture quality, therefore the lids were discarded. In the 
absence of glass lids the water level in tho 2 se 1" tubes f e l l 
rapidly, sad i t was found that 6 x 1" inverted tubes, the bottoms 
• 2 1 - . 
of which were drilled out, required topping up only onoe every 
12 b.' •, ••• - V,.• --'.v.. 
». • A . • •  •: ••• • <-<? v.: 
Preliminary experiments for food prof eronoe* ., 
In view of the new aotbod being employed to determine food 
praferenoe i t was dooided to repeat the study of foods whioh were 
eaton and those whiob were not* 
Methods! 
' . Owing to the large numbers of foods to be simultaneously 
tested, eight metal troys 60 x 60 x 5 em vera used as feeding 
ohambers* . She bottoms were covered with gloss fibre f i l t e r paper 
eaoh being narked with a grid of 49 squares* Nine 6 x 1 " inverted 
tubes eaoh surrounded by a shelter and f i l l e d with water, were 
plaoed one per square in eaoh tray to maintain BH > S9& A band 
of stiotite was applied 1 oat below the rim of eaoh tray, to prevent 
escape of the experimental animals* Forty food Items were oolleoted 
as previously described, 4 cm disee of the plant material were out 
and oaeh diao plaood at random, one per square on the grid* The 
freshly killed food animals were plaood together on the remaining 
square* One hundred isopods marked In the usual manner were intro-
duoed into eaoh tray, there being four replioato trays for oaoh of 
the two ieopod spaoies* Sight separate 24. h, runs wore oarried out. 
* 2 2 - ... 
As the isopods took several hours to settle otter being introduced 
Into the trays, they were allowed to beoose oooustomed to the trays 
overnight* At 0730 h. QSSt the following morning the overnight 
foods vers replaced, end the camera set to take the f i r s t photograph 
at 0300 h, CUT. At the end of 24 h. the experiment was ended end 
the lsopode removed, T 
Resultsi 
Analysis of the film and the food remains showed that O.aaellua 
and P.aoaber attempted respectively 24 and 26 of the forty foods 
offered* The results are summarised in Table 4* Sue to the short-
age of P>ooaber in the field, no further experiments vera oonduoted 
to determine food preferonoe of this speoios. However, the mean 
number feeding on eaoh of the foods, at eaoh observation during the 
24 h. feeding period was determined, and the percentage of eaoh food 
eaten was determined by eye« The eight foods most readily eaten are 
shown in Table % where i t eon be seen that dead and decaying l i t t e r 
is most preferred. The food preference of Opasellus was investigated 
la more detail. J ""'v * 
t ' • • » • . . . 
~. . ., * ' ' , 
1' ' ' J*!r .. V v.' '"Si, . ' '"' ' ' • 
" I '' • : | '•• • • • ' "' ,• ' . . . v • .• •'• -• 
; = . .. „ . • • • 
I. 
/ 
Table 4i A l i a t of the foods moat 00m-only occurring in tho 
habitat which wore attempted by tho two iaopod apooies 
O.aaellua and P» soaher* (* iadiOAtos food attempted) 
O»aaollua . P.aoabeg . 
Dead Boeoh (fam* sp) leaves * 
Poo* Deooh . • * leaves * 
Dead Oak (Quercua ap) leaves * * 
Deo* Oak " • loaves •, * 
Dead R* Chestnut (Aesoulua ap) 
loaves • 
Deo« H» Chostaut " ',,.£>, 
leaves •. - .v.v.-. ' -
Dead Chestnut (Caatanea so) leaves ' * • 
Deo, S. Chestnut • " loaves * * 
Freeh Sycamore (Aoer ap) loaves * 
Dead Syoamoro " " . leaves 0 
Deo. Syoanore " • loaves °;,<-
FaCTia bark • Plouroooccua. * • 
(yC'iv bark + Plouroooocua • • * 
Quercua bark • Pleuroooecua * •.. 
Castanoa, bark • PJteurooooouq * . * 
Aoaoul.ua hark • Plouroooooua, • ,^  • 
Presh Bryophyta * . • 
Aaaortod Pungi • .. * 
Pre ah Nettle (Urtioo so) loayoo •". 
Dead Nettle " * leaves * * 
Dead Bracken {Pteri&lua sp) leaves • 
Deo* S, Chestnut (Caatanoa op) husks * * 
Fresh Thistle (Ononordma sp) loaves * 
Dead Xhiatle • • " loaves * * 
•m 2k '*» 
Table k (oontinuod) 
O.aoellus P.aoabor 
Fresh grass leavea and sterna • 
pop. " • " • ' » s • 
fresh Bramble (Rubus frutiooauaV :. 
loaves, 
Soil • • v - ,v' v,' 
Fallen leg bark '. \-.~ •• 
Botten inside of fallen log • * 
table 5» P.soabors Order of food preferenoe as detexninod by. 
an automatic eamera and showing the mean number of 
aalaals reoorded feeding on each preferred food 
during a 24 h* experiment, and the peroentago of 
- . . i r ' f o o d eaten, .o j. • •  
Food item . .'.. Mean no» ,; JS 
feeding."' :'eaten 
Bead Thistle (Ono^ ordua sp) leaves ' k 166 *' ' ? 90 " 
See* Syoamore (Acer sp) leaves 126 80 
Bead Nettle (Prtioa sp) leaves 115 75 
Bee, Oak (Quorous sp) leaves 66 50 
Deo* S. Chestnut (Coetanea sp) leaves 62 50 
Fallen log bark 45 5 
Bead S. Chestnut (Castanea sp) leaves ai* 41 ^ 10 
Dead Syoaaore (Acer sol leaves , 58 10 . 
•ft 25 *" 
Final food proforonoo experiments on O.asollua, " 
Itothodos , . \;.( . .' . . ' .. 
She 2tt foods attempted by O.aaellua vers divided into eight 
groups of three foods per croup. Four replioatos were made for 
eaoh group. In this way two 24. h. experiments with tho aid of tho 
automatic oamera aoooBmodatod a l l tho groupa. 3 em disos wore out 
in tho usual manner* Diaoa of oaoh of the three foods in a group 
vers plaoed equidistant around tho perimeter of tho feeding chamber. 
Tsonty*five marked individuals wero introduood into oaoh feeding 
chamber, and allowod to food and settle overnight* Freshly out 
disos were offered at 0730 h. CMP tho following morning end tho 
oamara set to take tho f i r s t photograph at 0800 GUT* At tho end 
of eaoh 24 h. experimental period tho individuals wore removed and 
the film developed. 
• — . •) .• • ><• « .-. •• - - . • •. . • , r • 
Sosultst 
Table 6* shows a summary of the results obtained, listing tho 
moon number of animals par ohembev feeding on oaoh food for the 
24 h. experimental period* In groups 1, 2 and 3 the dead Nettle, 
dead Thistle and deeaying Oak loaves wore completely oaten by 
OitOO h , therefore tho numbers actually reoordod feeding on those 
• 26 • 
foods oay 00 oonsidorod a minimum estimate over the 24 h. period* 
Piga, 4 « // show histograms of the mean numbers per chamber feeding 
on eaoh food, and the percentage of animals active ( i,e* out of 
the shelters) at half hourly intervals during the 24 h. experimental 
period. 
She most preferred foods (marked 'P' i n Table 6) from those 
eight groups were used i n further experiments, and were divided into 
two groups of four foods each* Pour replioates wore made for each 
group. The apparatus end experimental prooedure was as described 
previously, with the exception th&t the animals were allowed to 
feed for a continuous period of 46 h., so that activity oould be 
determined for two oonseoutive 24 h, periods. 
The observed order of food preference for O.asellue i s shown 
in Table 7, I t i s clear that dead Nettle (Urtioa sp) and dead 
Thistle (Onopordua sp) were more preferred. Of the foods found 
a l l the year round i n the habitat, decaying Oak (Cuprous sp) and 
decaying Sycamore (Acer op) leaves were most preferred. The results 
thus obtained were i n general agreement with those obtained i n the 
previous laboratory experiments, but give a more accurate estimate 
of preference because potential errors vers minimised. 
Figs.4 - I I . 
0 . a s e l l u a : 
Histograms allowing the mean number of animals per ohombor 
feeding on oach food, and the peroontago of animals aotiva 
at h a l f hourly i n t e r v a l s during a 24h. experimental period. 
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Table 61 O.ftBolluot Stean numbora per chamber feeding por 2t h a . on 24 food itomo. 
Group flood item Koan no* 
feo&ing 
' Dead KJrtlco, loavoe 66 P 
1 Deo. C: stonea hunks 25 
rorus bark • Pleurcooooua 15 
f Do&d Onorjorflusji leaves 89 P 
2 /eer bark • Plewoooeoua 11 
Bead Aeeoulua leavea 7 
f Doe. Querouo leaves 69 P 
iiggga&B, *>«* • a r o w M i m 10 
1 » ' - ' i . , , , Dead Farm? leaves 
' Sao, door loaves 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " X * 
P 
; ^uorou/j cork + Plourocoooua, 
Rotton Inside of fallen log 2 
[ Poo. Caotanoa loaves 105 P 
5 Assarted Fungi 13 
• . SoU 1 
^ ° a d A o o g leaves 105 P 
Castonoa bark 4 Ple^ rocooous, 12 
Deo* Fncus leaves 7 
r Dead Cast tinea leaves 116 P 
7 Doo. grass loaves and stems 18 • 
10 
r Dead Cuerous loaves 85 P 
8 Fresh "Bryophyta 53 
Fallon log bask 16 
pigs. ic& - 1 & 
O.aaellusi 
Histograms shoeing the moan numbers per dioh feeding 
on the foods preferred in previous experiments (Sable 6j 
Pigs.V*^), and the percentage of animals ootlve at half 
hourly intervals during a 48h experimental period. 
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Sable 7s Order of food preference of O.Roelluo as determined 
by an automatio ocmora and showing the moan number 
per chamber feeding on each preferred food during a 
continuous 48 h. experimental period* 
Food item Zlean no* 
feeding 
Dead Nettle (Urtica so) leaves 1096 
Dead Thistle (Onopordufl *t>) leaves 712 
Deo. Oak (O.uerous so) leaves 503 
Deo. Sycamore (Acer sp) leaves 260 
Boo. S. Chestnut (Csatanea st>) leaves 234 
Dead Syoamore (Acer sp) leaves 213 
Dead S. Chestnut fC&stanea so) leaves 135 
Dead Oak (Ouerous so) leaves 113 
Figs. 13 - 1$" show histograms of the numbers feeding on the 
experimental foods and the percentage of animals active at each 
observation during the continuous 48 h. period. I t is clear that 
aotivity followed a regular pattern, and can bo related to the 
hours of darkness. With the onset of darkness the animals began 
to appear from the shelter; their feeding aotivity reached a 
maximum approximately 1& a. after duels. This maximum was main-
tained until 2 • 3 h. before dawn when the animals began to return 
to the shelter. 
> 
- 29 -
A* otated in the general Introduction, knowledge of the 
preferred food* faoilitutod the dosicn of further oxporlaents to 
dotornlno the rate of assimilation (Z onfiZl)* 
•X t< , . ^ , ....;,..,.„ 
•v* . . -y - _ . : . . , . •; v 
- 3 0 -
CIIAPTKR 2. 
The rates of oration during the winter season for 
the two isopodo OnlsouB aaellus and Porcollio softber. 
So determine X (assimilation), data is required to satisfy 
the equationi* 
Food assimilated « Food ingested - Faeoes ogested 
The present chapter presents data for faeoes production under near 
natural conditions during the winter season for both species* 
10 x 1 am. dishes were lined with damp glass fibre f i l t e r paper. 
Into each dish was plaeed a shelter sods from the l i d of a 3 cm. \ 
diameter p i l l box, entranoea being made in the usual manner. 3 on. 
discs of dead Thistle, decaying Oak, and decaying Sycamore leaves 
were out, and one diso of eaoh of the preferred foods was placed in 
each dish. Dead Nettle, the most readily eaten food in the preferenoe 
experiments was not available at the time of the experiment (December 
1964.). Individuals of both species were oolleoted i n the field end 
separated into the following sise olasaesi-
Kethods. 
0- 3 mm. 
3* ©" mm. 
Unseated 
£•» 8 9QU 
6-11 mm* 
11-14 mm, 
^14 mm. 
Boles end Females 
0 
It It 
* 31 • 
Groups of twenty individuals of tha 0»3 mm, group and five of too 
3-6 am* croup were introduood into tho appropriate experimental dish. 
This number of indiviuals par dish being chosen so that enough 
faeoee wore produoed to facilitate aoourate neighing* Individuals 
from a l l the remaining groups vers isolated, one individual per dish* 
Twenty replicates for each else and sex were oonaidered suffioient to 
give an aoourate measurement of faeoes production. In the ouso of 
P.acaber only 20 individuals for each of the size groups 8-11, 11-4, 
and > 14 mm, were obtained and separate experiments for each of the 
sexes vers not made* The dishes vers sealed by lids, and each dish 
numbered according to the else group of the animal or animals present, 
before placing them in the field. These dishes remained outside for 
i 
24> h., and faecal pellets were renovod every 6 h, to prevent them 
being rofeoted. At the end of the 24 h. period the live weight of 
each animal or group of animals in the oase of the 0*3 and 3-6 am. 
size groups, was determined* Faecal pellets vers vaouum dried at 
60°C and weighed on a Cahn eleotrobalanoo model IMO. 
Sesults* 
Tables 6 and 9 show the results obtained for O.asellua and 
P.aeaber respectively, . ~.... 
• 32 • 
Table 8s Moan, dry «ts. and nuabora of fooool pallets produced 
24 h. by a l l l i f e atagoe of O.osollus. (Dooenbor 1964) Bongos l a brackets. 
Slso rang* Mean live wt. ng. 
Stean no. of 
pelloto/ 
indiv./ 24 b. 
Moon dry wt. of 
pell*ts/24 b. 
ng. 
0- 5 nit 
•.* ; 
1.7 
; (0.9-5.5) ; (3-15) 
0.076 
(0. 001-0,160) 
3-6**. 8.2 
(6.3-11.6) (4-14) 
0.167 
(0.04-0.45) 
3— 6 ma. 10.2 
: (7.5-14.4) (3-15) 
0.262 
(0.09*0.82) 
6— 8 sn. 
"• :. • 
• 14.5 x (10.2-18.3) 
10.2 
(5-23) 
, 0.333 k (0.14-0.86) 
6- 8 an* 
(11.0-25,4) (7-30) \ 0.890 % (0,40-1.94) 
8*11 no. ? 35.8 (26.3-42.6) 14.1 ( » 8 ) 1.060 (0.16-2.96) 
6*11 ran. 32.0 
(25.0-44.3) 
15.2 
(3-36) 
1.160 
(0.32-2.78) 
11-14 on. 9 (45.4-75.6) 11.1 (3-21) M
 1.530 
(0.26-2.66) 
11-14 BSD* *' 64.5 
(46.3-78.8 
13.1 
(3.32) 
1.500 
(0.24-3.16) 
>14 «BU ? ,112.0 (83.6-141.4) 12.0 (W5) (0.68-3.02) 
>14 am. 6* 
(76 
99.a ' 
.4-136.6) 
13.0 
(5-25) 
, 1.*90 
(0.54-3.77) 
- 3 3 -
Sable $t Jtean dry vts. of faeoes produee&/24 h. for e l l l i f e ' 
stages of P.sonfoor^  (Xtoooabor 1964) Banges in brackets. 
,, , Slse range :.ia*an live . f. . Mean dry * t . of. . 
'"^ :" *U as* ' faeces produced/ 24 h. os. 
0- 3 WJU (3.6-6,6) 0.151 (0.058-0.336 
3— 6 sw.'., ;:t S','• 13.4 • J'l 0.349 
(0.166-0.663) 
6— 8 BBS* 
v (12.2-17.4) ...... 
-.••0-
m 0.408 % (0.220-0.924) 
*6»8»w 
• . i. 
27.7 ' 
(22*4^33.6) t. 
0.586 fcf; 
,. (0.326-1.102) > 
6-11 an* *' 5 > '• 48.0' 
(41*6-56.6) f ; 
; i , 0.804 
(0.444-1.534) 
11-14 BBS* ('!v"#;" 7i . o ' t 
(60.0-79.6) 
0.902 • '•1 
(0.536-1.604) 
^14 tBBU '•V;; , " 91.5 : ^ ;' (81.3-106.6). 1.113 ' (0.533-1.846) 
I , 
Although there v&s great variation la faeoee production eetveea 
individual* of the eaate group, the Bean rate of faeoo* production 
shoved an Increase with Increasing weight. 
A further experi&cnt vas conducted la the laboratory at the sane 
tine as the above experiments. Kelts and females of the > 14 mm. 
else group of O.asel^ ua ware collected and Isolated la potrl dishes 
provided with the aumo preferred foods, ae above,. Shoy wore allowed 
to dofeoato i n the laboratory for 24 h., whore the aeon tomporature 
was 20 * 5°C» Table 10 oonpares the results obtained in this 
experiment with those obtained for the same sise group i n the previous 
field experiment* 
Table 10s A oomparison of the numbor and dry weights of foeoal 
pellets prbduood/24 h. by adult O.asolluo > 14 nan. 
in length under laboratory and near natural conditions* 
Experiment Sex • Bean live - B*.- of'"*• 
wt. mg. pelleta/24 h. 
Dry wt. faeoea 
prod./24 h. mg* 
laboratory ? 118.9 .(85.5-150.0 18,5 (6H7) * 
3.600 
v. (0.96-6.44) 
Field • j i -i 112*0 (83.6-141.4) ••, 12.0 ' (4-25) 1.870 (0.68-3.02) 
Laboratory t f A 87.2 .(73.CM26.6) ,25.4v (9-46) (1.04-7.36) 
Field <r " 99.0 
(76.2-136*6) 
i*.o • 
(5-25) (0.54-3.77) 
I t is olear that the laboratory experiment gave muoh higher rates 
of faeoes production than the fi e l d experiment, which emphasises the 
foot that experiments with isopods performed at laboratory temperatures 
do not reflect the field situation* I t i s evident that experiments 
with these animals should be oonduoted under as near natural conditions 
as possible, i f the data is to be related to field populations* 
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• • • Tho rates of ingestion, egootion, and assimilation 
. during tho summer season, for the two ioopods O.aaollus 
" and fasoaber*. 
1* Preliminary experiment for the availability of a marker food* 
To obtain aoourate information for the assimilation of food by 
employment of the equation:* 
Pood assimilated a food ingested • faooee produced, 
a l l of tho faeoes produoed from a known weight of food ingested must 
bo aoourately determined* The i n i t i a l task was to discover a food 
which gave faecal pellets of a different oolour from those normally 
produoed in the field, as this food oould then be fed to tho animal 
being studied, and used as a marker* By f i r s t offering the marker 
food, then the preferred food, followed by the marker again, a l l of 
the faeoes produoed from the amount of preferred food eaten, oould 
be easily reoognisod and collected. Shredded oarrot was found to 
i 
give bright orange faeces and was readily eaten. This food was 
therefore used as a marker in the assimilation experiments* 
2* Ingestion, egesUon, and assimilation of foods under near 
natural conditions* 
1) . Oftaoe^ Lus . . ,.; . ,_;5 
&athods, , . 
Individuals of a l l else groups mere eolleoted in the field 
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during Juno 1965, plaood in feeding ohoabora, end allowed to feed 
on ehredded oarrot until orange f aeoal pellete were produced, when 
i t was assumed that a l l f i e l d faeoal pellete had been voided* 
15 x 7*5 am. feeding ehambers were prepared in the manner desoribod 
in Chapter 1* The possibility of X varying with the type of food 
consumed was mentioned in Chapter 1, and to obviate possible errors 
from this souroe two of the most preferred, sad two of the least 
proforred foods were offered as food: these were deoaying Sycamore 
leaves, deoaying Oak leaves, dead Sweet Chestnut leaves, and dead 
Oak leaves* The procedure adopted for the determination of assim-
ilation for each animal was as follows t -
The individuals of the 0-5 and 5-6 am* groups were introduced 
20 and 5 respectively, into a feeding chamber for the reasons mentioned 
in Chapter 2* Individuals of the remaining groups were isolated, one 
nnlmnl per chamber. The live weight of eaoh animal or group of 
animals (0-3; 5-6 mm.) was determined immediately before each 
experiment. Tor a given food, two 5 cm. discs, similar in vein 
structure, state of decomposition, end texture were prepared* One 
was vaouum dried at 60°C and the other was offered as food to the 
on1msl. The dry weight of the vacuum dried also woe assumed to be 
equal to the dry weight of the food offered, Eaoh fooding chamber 
thus prepared was plaoed in the field and the animals allowed to feed 
for 24 h* Block faeoal pellets were collected every 6 h* to ensure 
that none were refected or trampled into the f i l t e r paper* After 
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24 h. feeding tho food waa removed from o&oh chamber and ahroddod 
oarrot introduced. Tho experiment was terminated when tho f i r s t 
carrot faecal pellet had been produeed. The food remains and a l l the 
black faeoes from each chamber were vaouum dried separately at 60°C 
and weighed. 354 such experiments were oarried out. Assimilation 
efficiency was calculated as a percentage of the food ingested accord* 
ing to the f ormulat-
Abs. dry weight assimilated 4 n f t Percent 1 1 • ' • ? 1 W " Assimilated 
Abs. dry weight ingested 
p . . . . • . 
The dry weight of food ingested by each animal was calculated by the 
difforenoe in dry weight between the oontrol disc and food remains 
at the end of the experiment. The dry weight of food assimilated wee 
calculated by the difference in dry weight of the food eaten and the 
faeces produoed. The faeoes production data obtained in this 0UUBQOJP 
experiment served as a comparison between the rate of faeoes produc-
tion dotormined in the winter experiment (Chapter 2) 
i • i 
Results. / 
. • • • i • 
a) Assimilation. 
Table 11 shows the mean percentage assimilation for e l l foods 
and l i f e stages. Tig. H shows histograms of the date presented i n 
i." : 
i I ' 
".» J. 
O.aselluai 
Histograms showing the mean # assimilation of a l l l i f e stages 
HI Deoaying Syoamore leaves 
9 Deoaying Oak leaves 
Dead Sweet Chestnut leaves 
£1 Dead Oak leaves i. • i 
.: . ! I " 
i r • • 
. . i L J 
• i 
• V * j 
i. ' t 
• I 
• • 1 
:,v;-: 
r 'V 
!'. 
Qastllu* 
m 
Unssxtd 40 
% Assimilation 
3-6 6-8 mm 
% Assimilation 
1 
8-11 11-1* > W mm 
% Assimilation 
Li 
> 14 mm 8-11 11-14 
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oolumns 2 - 5 of Table 11, The ranged show that auoh variation i n 
assimilation ooourred between individuals i n a l l tho else groups* ' 
Eeoause of this variation tbs moan percentage assimilation of a l l 
the experimental anlmnls in each sise group was oaloulatod (see 
column 6t Table ,11)* The data thus obtained wore tested for sig-
nificance with the * t * test for small ssnples, and Table 12 shows 
the results obtained* The only siee group whioh hod an assimilation 
efficiency (a % assimilation) significantly different from the others 
was the 8 • 11 mm. group (p »>0.05)» The overall mean assimilation 
effioienoy given by the 354 experiments performed, 27.23$, was 
assumed to bo the best possible estimate of assimilation for O.aeollua. 
v . . . . • 
I 
b) Rates of Ingestion* 
Data on the rate of food ingested vers available from two lnde* 
pendant experiments:* 
1* The present summer experiment, where the amount of food 
ingested per 24 h. was determined as the dry weight of the food at 
the beginning of the experiment minus the dry weight of food remain* 
ing after 24 h. feeding. ' 
2. The winter faooea production experiments (Chapter 2) whera' 
the amount of food eaten (dry wt») was calculated indirootly from 
the faeoes production data (Table 8), and the peroontago assimilation 
figure of 27*23, oooording to the oquatioat* 
Pood oaten • Food assimilated * Faeoes produced. 
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Zf food eaten i s taken as 1OG0S then the faeoee produced oust 
be 72,77$ of the food eaten* Kooning the dry weight of faeoea pro-
duood, simple oaloulation determined the dry weight of food aseimll** 
ated* Che sun of these two figures (amount assimilated • amount of 
faeoos produoed) was assumed to he equal to the dry weight of food 
eaten* 
Table 13 shows the results obtained from experiment 1* Column 7 
gives the mean dry weight of food eaten per 21* h* for a l l the foods 
used i n the experiment* Shis mean woe used to describe the mean 
rate of ingestion for eaoh sise group, as there was suoh a large 
variation between the rate determined i n eaoh individual experiment* 
Koto that animals tend to ingest more of the decaying materialj this 
was to be expeoted as the deoaying l i t t e r was known to bo eaten l a 
preference to the dead l i t t e r (Chapter 1)* She highest ingestion 
rate i n this summer experiment of 2*7&1 ag/24a« was shown by the 
8 - 1 1 mm* female group* 
Table 14 shows the results obtained from the Deoeaber 1264 
faooes production data* Column 5 shows the rate of ingestion for a l l 
l i f e stages, and i t i s clear that the rate of ingestion increases 
with increasing weight of animal* Zn this experiment the «flr*ffqra 
rate of Ingestion was for the > 14 mm* female sise group, whereas 
the summer experiment showed that i t was the 8 • 11 mm* female sise 
group which gave the greatest ingestion rate* 
Table 11t Kean ^  assimilation for a l l l i f e stages of O.caelltifo r! 
whan fed on 4 different focd i tems. 
Sice group 
0- 3 mm. 
3- 6 ceo* 
6— 8 BSE, 
8—11 mm. j 
8-11 mm* & 
11-14 mm, <j> 
11-14 mm. (T 
> 14 znm« <j) 
>14 ma, 6* 
Decaying 
Syoaraore 
37,64 „ 
(16.6 to 82,4) 
;, ' ^6,95 
(-40.4 to 82.3) 
11.20 
(-23.8 to 71.5) 
50.91 v 
(-15.6 to 93.4) 
46.00 
(16.7 to 80.6) 
13.84 
(-20.3 to 33.1) 
9.74 
(-29.4 to 34.3) 
22.16 
(0.6 to 77.0) 
. 20.00 
(-27.5 to 77,0) 
Decaying 
Oak 
30.54 
(0,1 to 73.9) 
, 21,14 
(0.3 to 56.0) 
20.65 
(-10.3 to 52.0) 
, 39.76 
(1 .4 to 84.7) 
34.03 
(2.1 to 85.8) 
15.19 t 
( -1 .6 to 66.6) 
22.72 
(-15.5 to 89.7) 
24.75 
(4 .4 to 54.7) 
(1.2 to 73.0) 
Doad Snoot 
Chestnut 
14.71 
(-104.7 to 83.0) 
20.50 
(-19.7 to 53.8) 
• 31.72 I 
( 6 ,0 to 51.0) 
30.90 
(-11.5 to 13.2) 
30.61 
(-10.0 to 87.3) 
t 28.31 
(-13.3 to 62.1) 
21.90 
(0,2 to 33,7) 
"26,40 
(-47.7 to 83.6) 
(V | 
, ,24.40 
(0.4 to 53.1) 
fioad Oak 
(-2,.3 to 67.5) 
^7.25 
(.19,. 9 to 62.0) 
32.79 
(•9,.1 to 65.7) 
39.44 
( •2 /0 to 83.7) 
48.24 
(.15..1 to 89.4) 
30.36 
(0.*9 to 97.2) 
27.36 
(.13.. 6 to 79.0) 
36.57 
(.25.-0 to 75.0) 
30.84 
(.15..0 to 59.5) 
Table 121 Signifioanoe of tha moan % assimilation of a l l l i f e 
stages of O.asellua. 
Size group Bean # of t 
Aasia. freedom 
0- 3 an* 25.19 * 20,11 39 0.634 ' None 
3- 6 mm. 31.31 « 24.74 38 1.030 > None 
6— 8 mm* 24.09 - 23.08 39 0.850 None 
8*11 mm* ? 40.49 - 30.22 38 2.705 >0.05 
8*11 mm. 3 39.51 - 28.45 38 2.642 
11*14 ma. 9 21.41 1 23.97 36 1.739 'None 
11*14 mm* s 20.44 - 24.59 39 1.457 None 
} 14 mm* ? 25.80 i 27.11 39 0.329 None 
- ^ 14 Bsn« 24.91 * 24.74 39 0.586 . None 
i 
Overall mean assimilation for the 554 experiments 
performed » 27.23ff 
ft J] 
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Toblo 13i Mean summer ingestion rat© (mg. dry wt./24h.) of a l l 
l i f o stages of ptnflollu» whan fed on 4 different food 
• 
items. Ranges in brackets. 
Site group 
• 
0* 3 mm. 
3— 6 BSO. 
6— 8 mm. 
8-11 am. 0 
8-11 mm, (f 
11-14 am. ^ 
• 
11-14 mo* 6^  
> 14 mm, 0 
>14 mm. <T 
• 
Ms an live 
weight 
0.69 
(0.65-0.73) 
(5.7-8.7) 
16.7 (10.6-19.8) 
. 42.7 
(3S O-yy q) 
. 39.4 
. 84.7 
(S4-o-98-<V 
142.5 
117.4 
I>eoaylng 
Sycamore 
0.128 
(0.04-0.21) 
. 0.337 (0.12-0.60 
, 1.055 
(0.20-3.75) 
4.444 (0,40-8.16) 
, 2 « 5 7 8 . (1.20-4.96) 
4.479 (1.94-7.48) 
2.449 
(0,20-6.35) 
3.986 
(0.86-6.64) 
3.010 
Decaying 
Oalc 
(<*<f-/-/32-d (0.73-6.64) 
. . . . . 
0.076 
(O.03-0.15) 
, 0.179 
(0.04-0.33) 
• 1.347 
(0.30-2.23) 
(0.99-6.32) 
, 1.554 
(0.49-3.48) 
, 1.972 
(0.28-3.52)1 
3.624 
(0.86-6,78) 
, 3.553 
(0.9of6.92) 
1.412 
(0.24-2.66) 
mute t 
• 
« 
I 
f 
V i * 
Dead Sweet 
Chestnut 
, 0.034 
(0.01-0.08) 
0.298 
(0.06-0.55) 
• 
, 1.149 
(0.30-2.43) 
1.696 
(0.21-3.07) 
1.321 
(0.41-2.92) 
1.017 
(0.20-2.75) 
2.486 
(0.44-5.20) 
1.196 
(0.30-1.93) 
0,896 
(0.1V1.71) 
Dead Oak 
, 0.077 (0.06-0.08) 
0.262 
(0.16-0.44 
• i 
, 0.877 (0.22-2.22) 
1.661 
(0.51-2.86) 
2.814 
(0.40-4.31) 
, 1.333 
(0.38-4.14) 
, 2.193 (0.44-5.62) 
1.400 
(0.32-2.30) 
. t 2.306 (0.34-5.66) 
Moan rate 
a l l foods 
0.079 
0.256 
1.082 
2.761 . 
2.047 
2.296 
2.687 
• 
2.484 . 
1.906 
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Tablo 14t Sloan rates of faeoes produotion, food assimilated, 
and food ingested (ag, dry wt*/24 h.) for a l l l i f e 
stage* of O.asollug as oaloulated from the winter 
faeoes produotion experiment* 
Siso group Mean live 
weight mg. 
Mean dry 
wt* 
faeoea 
Mean dry 
wt* aasim. 
Bean dry 
wt. 
ingested 
0- 3 mm* 1.7 0*076 0*028 0.104 
3- 6 mm* 8*2 0.167 0*062 . . . 0.229 
3s* 6 mm* 10.2 0*262 0.098 0.360 
6— 8 mo* S 14.5' ,v: : 0.333 , v,. 0.124 0.457 
1 
6» 8 mm* 16.4 ... - 0*890 • j . 0.340 , v K 1.230 
8-11 mm* ? 35.8 , 1.060 ,r 0*400 1.460 
8-11 mm* s 32*0 v " 1.180 0.440 ' 1.620 
11-14 ma* ? . 63.0 1.530 0.570 2*100 
11—14 mm* • 6 64.5 1.500 0.561 2.061 
> 14 mm* ¥ 112.0 1.870 0*700 2*570 
>14 mm* ar 99.0 1.690 0.650 2.320 
The data from both the summer and the winter experiments were 
pooled so that a regression of in&stlon rate upon live weight oould 
be oaloulated. Fig. 17 shows the result of a double logarithmio plot 
of ingestion rate upon live weight. The straight line was oaloulated 
by the least squares method' a oorrelation eoeffielent of 0.98 was 
obtained, and a formula for X on Y. of Log X « -1*155 • 0*807 teg T 
was Oaloulated* 
O.uaelluat 
Regression of ingestion rate upon live; weight. The line 
i s a least squares estimate of the regression, 
* From winter faeoes production experiment 
• From summer assimilation experiment. 
v •:• 
200 
v 1 00 
/. 
log x 
I • 155 + 0-807 l o g y 
10 
r 
+ • 
r y w e i q l - t F - - d «at v n / 2 n h m g 
J . 
Regression of egestion rato upon live weight. The l i s * 
i s a least squares estimate of the regression. 
* From winter faeces produotion experiment 
e) From summer assimilation experiment. 
i 
i 
/ 
2 0 0 O. a s e 11 u s 
• 
©¥• 
1 00 
50 
l o g x 
1-308 +0-807 log y 
1 0 
• 
/ 
I I I 
D r y w e i g h t F q e c e s / 2 4 h . mg 
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o) Sato of Bgestion* 
Colusa 2 i n Table 14, and oolumn 7 la Table 15 show the moan 
rate a of ogootlon obtained by the two dlroot measurements of egeatlon 
rate, made for a l l l i f e stages of O.aaelluo during the winter and 
summer seasons* The mean rates thus obtained were pooled so that a 
regression of rate of egestion upon l i v e weight oould be oaloulated* 
Pic* 1* shows the result of a double logarithmic plot of X (ingestion 
rate) upon Y (live weight)* The straight lino was ealoulatod by the 
least squares method; a correlation ooeffioient of 0*99 was obtained, 
and the formula log Z a «*1*J08 • 0*807 log Y, was calculated* 
2 ) P.ocabor* 
1* Introduction and preliminary experiments* 
In the previous experiment with O.asollus i t was disoovered that 
the i n i t i a l dry weights of the control and experimental food discs s 
were not always .equal* Vttxon the oontrol was the heavier of the two* 
low or even negative results were obtained for the assimilation 
offioienoy, and when i t was the lighter of the two, abnormally high 
results oould be given* However, the large numbers of experiments 
performed tended to oanoel out these anomalies, therefore the mesa 
overall estimate of assimilation efficiency given earlier may be eon* 
sldorod to be reasonably aoourate* 
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Table 15i Moan aunmer oeostion r a t e (rag. dry wt./24h.) for a l l 
l i f e stages of OyaBollua when fod on 4 difforont food 
itoao. Ranges In braokota. 
S i s e group 
O- 3 nan, 
3— 6 SB3. 
6— 8 nxa, 
0-11 mm, 0_ 
8-11 una. (T 
11-14 nm». <j> 
11-14 nnu 6* 
r 
> 14 asm* 0 
> 14 oa. (J 
Moan liva 
weight 
7.3 
16.7 
42.7 
£4' to i 
39.4 
64.7 
77.0 
142.5 
117.4 
Deoaying 
Sycamore 
0.077 (0.02-0.12) 
0.180 
(0.04-0.47) 
, 0.877 
(0.32-3.41) 
(0.45-3.07) 
1.392 
i 
, 3.835 
(1.70-5.95) 
, 1.899 
(0,20-5.82) 
3.030 
(0.63-5.42) 
2.219 
(0.50-4.34) 
. . . , 
Decaying 
Oak 
0.049 
(0.02-0.07) 
0,141 
(0.04-0.27) 
I 
, 1.024 
(0.18-1.79) 
1.884 
(0.48-4.00) 
0.891 
(0.31-3.20) (0.42-1.79) 
, 1.631 
(0.24-2.74)) 
3.000 
(0,19-6.10) 
, 2.495 
(0.86-4.95) 
. 1.003 
(0.17-2.50) 
Doad sweet 
Chestnut 
0.021 
(0.01-0.04) 
0.199 
(0.06-0.45) 
0.776 
(0.35-1.76) 
0.944 
(0.18-1.71) 
0.948 
(0.09-2.17) 
0,726 
(0.18-1.30) 
1.854 
(0.37-3.18) 
0.809 
(0.08-1.30) 
0.626 
(0.14-1.26) 
Doad Oak 
O.O64 
(0.01-0.16) 
0.166 
(0.08-0.32) 
0.602 
(0.15-1.95) 
0.808 
(O.43-I.40) 
1.278 
(0.34-2.97) 
Ma an rate 
a l l foods 
0.053 
0.171 
0.820 
1.316 
1.123 
0.893 1.855 
(0.23-2.27) 
1.516 2.067 
(0.50-2.51) 
0.797 1.776 
(0.26-1.77) 
I.483 1.333 
(0.33-3.46) 
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Clearly, a more direct method of determining the i n i t i a l dry 
weight of the experimental food would be preferable to the use of a 
oontrol. 7/iesor (1965) used re-wetted dessioator dried roplar 
l i t t e r for assimilation experiments with P.soaber. Using P.Soabor,, 
an exporlment was designed to oompare the palatability of preferred 
foods which had been dessioator dried and subsequently re-wetted* 
Methods. 
Four foods; decaying Sycamore, decaying Oak, dead Oak, and dead 
Sweet Chestnut, were oolleoted i n the f i e l d , out into 3 em disos and 
stored for 7 days, over a dessioant. The disos were then placed i n 
feeding chambers alongside foods which had just been oolleoted i n 
the f i e l d so that any re-colonisation by bacteria could take place. 
Four to seven days was assumed to be long enough for thorough re-
wetting and re-oolonisation. Four disos of each re-wetted food 
were then placed i n separate feeding chambers alongside four 5 cm 
disos of the same foods, which had been recently oolleoted i n the 
f i e l d . Twenty five individuals representing a l l l i f e stages were 
introduced into each feeding chamber. After 2J*h feeding the »«<""»•' p 
were removed, and the food remains photographed* 
Results. 
Fig. 1^ shows the results obtained. Zt i s dear that for a l l the 
four foods offerod, there vraa no differonoe l a p a l a t l b i l i t y between 
the natural and the re-wetted dessioator dried material. 
tfig.l? 
The amounts of re-wetted dessloator dried food, and 
food taken dirootly from the f i e l d , which were eaten by P.soaber 
during a 24b. experimental period, ^ 
i • 
•V. "'\ 
t / J 
0; 
L U 
a h 
LU 
LU 
&3 •' 0J to u_ 
1/1 
LU o 
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Note that absolute dry weights are nooeasary for the 
aoourate determination of rate's of assimilation, ingestion, and 
egostion, beoause the variation i n water content of live food 
material offered may introduce errors into the experiments* 
Absolute dry weights may only be determined by drying the material 
in an oven at temperatures above 100°C, or preferably i n a vaouum 
oven at 60°C beoause volatile* are likely to be evaporated at 
temperatures above 100°C. A further experiment was therefore 
designed to determine the percentage water loss from dessioator 
dried food material after i t had been vaouua dried at 60°C. Table 
16 shows the results obtained from 10 samples, each of which oonsisted 
of one disc each of dead Thistle, deoaying Sycamore, and fallen 
log bark* She mean water loss calculated according to the formula 1-
Table 16 
Percentage water loss when dessioator dried foods were 
vacuum dried* 
Dossioator 
dried wt.mg. Vaouum dried . wt.mg. 
>v,vator 
loss 
63.1 
73.6 
95.5 
61*0 
60.3 
70.3 
91.6 
58.4 
4.4 
4.5 
4*1 
4.3 
3.7 
4*5 
4.0 
3.0 
3.7 
3.0 
66.2 63.8 
74.4 
61.2 
51.1 
54.3 
46.2 
58.8 
49.6 
52.3 
44.8 
X-3 .9 -0 .5W5 
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Dessieator drlod wt - Vaouum dried wt x 100 was found to bo 3*9^ 0«5W£ 
Vaouua dried wt* 
2. Ingestion, egestion, end assimilation of food under near 
natural oonditions using re-»wetted deaaioator dried food material* 
Introduction 
The experiments Kith O.aaellua showed that there ma great 
variation l a assinilation between individuals of the same also 
6*"°up feeding on the separate foods, necessitating the employment 
of the mean poroentage assimilation effloieney for eaoh group* 
Therefore i t was dooided to feed P*coeberl on a mixture of preferred 
foods (dead Thistle* leaves, decaying sycamore leaves, and fallen 
log-bark)* to determine the mean assimilation efficiency of a l l l i f e 
stages* 
Methods 
Individuals of a l l l i f e stages ware oolleoted during Maroh 
1966 and fed on shredded oarrot until orango faeoal pellets were 
produced* Disosj of the foods dead Thistle, deoaying Syoamore, and, 
fallen log bark, were dessioator dried, weighed* and re-watted i n the 
manner desoribed previously* 10x1 cm feeding chambers were 
prepared, and into each was introduced one disc of eaoh food* Knowing 
the percentage water loss when the dessioator dried foods wore 
- -
vaouutf dried, i t mis possible to determine tho I n i t i a l absolute 
dry weight of the food offered* The live weight of eaoh animal 
was determined before the experiment began* Individuals of the 
0-3* and JH> mm groups were introduced 20 and 5 por feeding ohamber 
for the reasons given earlier) individuals of the remaining groups 
were isolated one per ohamber* A l l the feeding chambers were 
then plaoed i n the f i e l d and the animals allowed to feed for 2l*hj 
blaok faeoal pellets were oolleoted every 6h* After 2t*h feeding 
the food remains were oolleoted. and shredded oarrot was introduced) 
the animals were removed* and the experiment ended when the f i r s t 
orange faeoal pellet*, was produced* Dry weights of the faeoes 
produoed and the food remains were determined* The dry weight 
of food Ingested was ealoulated by the difference i n dxy weight 
between the food offered at the beginning of the experiment* and 
the food remains after 2i»h feeding* The dry weight of food 
assimilated was calculated by the difference i n dry weight of food 
ingested and the faeoes produoed* Assimilation efficiency was 
calculated as a,percentage of the dry weight of food assimilated 
• i divided by the dry weight of food ingested* 
Results 
(a) Assimilation 
Table 17 and column 5 of Table IS show the results for a l l l i f e 
stages of P.soaber. 7ig.2G shows histograms of the data presented 
i *. 
P.soabert 
Histograms showing too mean # assimilation of a l l l i f e stages 
: I ..1 • \ 
P. sea be r 
% Assimilation 
40 -i 
20 -
0 J 
r ; 
? • ; j 
! ; j j 
0-3 3-6 
Unsexed 
6-8 mm 
% Assimilation 
AO 
I r 
20 
ft* MM 8-11 11-w >1« mm 
4 O-i 
% Assimilation 2 ° ~ 
0 J 
8 11 11-14 >14 mm 
V 
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in column 3 of Table 17* The ranges lndioate that great 
variation i n assimilation effiolenoy ooour within sise groups, 
thus emphasising the need for many replioate experimental so that 
a reasonably aoourate mean value for this efficiency may be obtained* 
Table 17 
Significance of the mean % assimilation oaloulated 
for a l l l i f e stages of P.soaber* 
31.81 S 14.91 
(12.5 -
31*13 - 12.4 
(14 
 s .43 
.3 - 66*7) 
Sise group Uean live Mean % SD 
vt.mg* Aasim* 
0*3 mm 2.8 
3-6 mm 10*8 
6-8 mm 19*8 
8-11 mm 9 43*2 
8-11 mm 0* 38*5 
11-14 mm 9 60*7 
11-14 mm<T 61*4 
> 34 mm Q 94*8 
> 14 matf* 76*9 
34*37 - 15*59 
(11*1 - 69*0) 
39.58 - 18.61 
(6.9 - 71*) 
39*58 * 15«78 
(20.0 - 70.0) 
2 .^47 * 13-03 
(8.0 - 49.3) 
21.06 - 14.16 
(4.8 - 50.0) 
16#99 1 14.73 
(4*4 - 48*8) 
16*04 - 14*65 
(4*8 - 50*0) 
"of 
freedom 
34 
25 
19 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
: 9 
0*656 
6420 
ft**** 
J.J03 
2402 
v*«& 
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Application of tbo *t° test for small samples gave significant 
diffarenoos i n assimilation effioienoy between sise groups, values 
of p « > 0*001 being obtained i n many oasos (see Table 17)• 
Assimilation effioienoy ranged from 16*0J$ for the > 34mm sise group 
to 39*59$ for the 8 - 11 ma group, females generally showing a 
greater assimilation effioienoy than males* I t is interesting 
to note that the 8 - 11 mm female sise group of both _0*asollus, 
and P*soaber have the highest assimilation effioienoy of e l l the 
l i f e stages* The overall moan assimilation effioienoy oaloulated 
e 
from a total of 115 separate experiments for P»soaber was 29«26/£« 
(b) Rates of Ingestion 
' Calculation of the rate of ingestion for a l l sise groups of 
P*Bonbcr was effeoted by the employment of tha two methods used 
previously for O.asellus* Column 4 of Table 18 shows the results 
obtained by direot measurement i n the present summer study with 
ft*3oabor» I t i s olear that the 8 - 11 mm female groups, as with 
0*a.aoUus showed the highest rate of ingestion ( 2*330 mg dry wt/ 
24h) • Column 4 of Table 19 shows the results obtained by oaloulation 
from the winter faeoos production data (Table 9). where 70*74/5 
of tho food ingested is pvoduood as faeoosf and 29«2$S is assimilated* 
A comparison of Table 18 and 19 shows that the rates of ingestion 
for each else group were similar* with tho exoeption of the high value 
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obtained for the 8 - XI nan females i n the summer experiment* The 
data wore pooled so that a regression of ingestion rata upon 
live weight oould be oaloulatod. Fig.20 shows the result of a 
double logarithmio plot of ingestion rate (x) upon live weight 
( l ) . , The straight line was oaloulated by the least squares method) 
a oorrolation ooeffioient of 0*92 was obtained, end the formula, 
Log X • 0*867 + 0*577* Log Y was oaloulated* 
Table 18 
Foeoes production, food ingestod. and food assimilated 
(mg dry wt/24h) by a l l l i f e stages of P.soaber 
during the summer season* 
Ranges i n brackets 
Sise group Mean 
L*wt* 
Faeoes 
prod* 
ffood 
ingested 
Food 
assimilated 
0 • 3 am 2*8 0*018 
(0*01-0*03) 
0*028 
(0*01-0*05) 
0.010 
(0.001-0.003) 
3 — 6 mm 10*8 0.373 
(0.10-0*75) 
0*548 
(0.15-1*10) 
0.175 
$•05-0,55) 
(J «• 8 mm 19*8 0.705 
(0*40-1*45) 
1*130 
(0.45-2.30) 
0*425 
(0*05-1*00) 
8 - 11 mm £ 43*2 1*05 
(0.30-2.35) 
2.300 
(1.05-3*40) 
0*925 
(0*10-1*40) 
8 - 11 mm <T 38*5 0.665 
(0.15 -1*60) 
1*260 
(0*20-3*10) 
0*595 
(0*05-1*55) 
1 1 - 1 4 mm£ 60*7 1*045 
(0*70-1*70) 
1*485 
(0*85-3*35) 
0*440 
(0*10-1.65) 
1 1 - 1 4 mad* 61*4 1*120 
(0*50-2.30) 
1*420 
(0*60-2*50) 
0.300 
(0.05-0.90) 
> 14 » a ? 94.8 1.275 v 
(0.90-2.20) 
1*560 
(1*00-2*30) 
O.205 
(0.05-1*05) 
> 14 mad* 76.9 0.960 
(0.55-1.73) 
1*160 
(0.60-1.90) 
0.200 
(0.05-0.75) 
F±g.*0# 
P.soaben 
degression of ingestion rate upon live weight* The line i s « 
least squares estimate of the regression, 
* From winter faooes produotion experiments 
• From summer assimilation experiments 
2 0 0 / 100 
50 
l o g x 
0-887 + 0 -577 l o g y 
L i v e 
W e i g h t 
10 m 9 
i 
I 
+ .1 
D r y w e i g h t F o o d e a t e n / 2 4 h m g . 
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Table 19 
Food ingested* and food assimilated as oaloulated from 
(a) the known dry waists of faeoes produood/24h 
obtained i n the winter faeoos production 
experiments* and 
(b) the assimilation efficiency of 29*263* 
•i 
Slse group Mean live 
wt* mg* 
Faeces 
prod* 
Food 
ingested 
Food 
assim* 
0 - 3 mm 5.3 • 0*151 0.213 0*062 
j • 6 mm 13.4 0.349 0.493 0*144 
6 " 8 Oaft 14.9 0*408 0.577 0*169 
6 " 8 08ft 27.7 0.586 0*828 0*242 
0 - 11 mm 48*0 0*804 1*137 . 0.333 
11 - 14 mm 71.0 0*982 1*386 0*406 
> 14 mm 91.5 1*113 1.573 0*460 
(o) Rates of egestion 
Data from two direct measurements shown i n Table 18 and 19 
wore available• Column 3 of Table 18 shows the results obtained 
from the summer season assimilation experiments* and column 3 
of Table 19 shows similar results whioh were obtained from the 
winter faeoes production experiments* The data from th« two 
experiments were pooled* so that a regression of faeoes production 
upon live weight oould be oaloulated* ?ig*2& shows the result of 
P.soabori 
Regression of egeatlon rate upon live weight. She line 
is a least squares estimate of the regression. 
* Proa winter faeooa production experiments 
• From summer assimilation experiments 
i 
2 00 P. s c a b e r / 1 0 0 
L i v e 09 7 + 0-613 l o g y 
W e i g h t 
m g 1 0 
t 
r 1 , 1 
2 7 0 +•! 
Dry w e i g h t Faeces / 2 4 h. mg 
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a double logarithmic plot of faeoea production (x) upon live 
weight (Y) • The atraight line ma oaloulatod by the least 
squares methodf a correlation oooffioiant of 0*97 waa obtained, 
and the formula Log X » •1.097 • 0«6l3^ nas oaloulated* 
With the results outlined i n Chapter 2 and the present chapter* 
i t was possible to proooed to the oeloulation of the 'beat 
estimates' of a l l the parameters of the equation s-
Assimilation • Ingestion - Egestlon 
The methods employed and the results obtained form the basia 
of the following ohapter* 
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Chapter 4 
Tho calculation of tho 'bast estimate' of Z (assimilation) or 
energy entering tho individual* 
Beoause of tho look of knowledge of the l i f e stage 
composition of natural populations of Oniaeus asollua and Poroelllo 
acaber i t i s not possible to ooloulate the energy assimilated by the 
populations per unit area of habitat per annum* Under these 
Oiroumatanoes the employment of the 'best estimate1 proposed by 
Phillipson (1962. 1963) ia peraiasable* 'Best estimates' for food 
assimilated per gram live weight per 24h wore oaloulated from the 
data on ingestion* egestion and assimilation presentod i n the 
provious ohapters* 
Methods 
Calorifio valuoo of tho foods used and faeoos produced were 
I obtained by oombuating pollotod samples i n a mioro-bomb oalorimeter 
(see Chapter 6)* Two mothods were employed to ooloulato tho 'best 
estimates' of food assimilated, food ingested and food legosted per 
gram live weight per unit time by both apooies* The data for 
method Z were obtained from the winter faeoos priduotion experiments 
(Table 14 O.aaellusi Table 19 P*sonber)* For method 2 tho data 
presented i n Tables 13 and 15 O.asellua. and Table 18 P*soabor* 
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which wore obtained from the summer assimilation oxpariaants, wore 
used* 
Tabloa 20-23 ehow tho methods employed to oaloulate the 
'boat estimates' of I (assimilation) by these two methods. 
(1) The totals of tho mean mights of eaoh also group were determined 
and expressed i n milligrams* 
(2) The total weights of food ingested and egested were converted 
to oalorles by BO ana of the measured values for food and faeces 
(see Chapter 6)« The number of oolorios assimilated were calculated 
as Ingestion (oal) ainues Kgestion (o a l ) * 
(3) The results were than oppressed as the 'best estimate' of calories 
assimilated per 2i*h by 1 gram l i v e weight of isopod* Tables 
21*. and 25 show the summarised results of assimilation* ingestion 
and eBastion for both species* . The 'best estimates' by both 
methods and their means are presented as mg/g.live might of isppod/ 
24h,and ool/g.liva weight of isopod/24h* 
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Table 20 
Caloulation of tho *best estimate 1 of I (assimilation) for 
ft.nsollus using tho data obtained in the ninter faeoes 
production experiments. 
Siao group Mean livo Koan Keen Mean 
wt. og. ingestion ogostion assimilation 
(mg. dry might per 24h«) 
0—3 no J.7 0*104 0.076 0.028 
3—6 mm 8.2 0.229 0.167 0.062 
10.2 0.360 0.262 0.098 
6-8 ma 14.5 0.457 0.333 0.124 
vox 16.4 1.230 0.890 0.340 
8-11 mm 9 35.6 I.46O 1.060 0.400 
8-11 mm 0* 32.0 1.620 1.180 0.440 
11-14 mm 9 63.0 2.100 1*530. 0.570 
11-14 macf 64.5 2.061 1.500 0.561 
>14 mm 9 U2>& 2.570 1.070 0.700 
> 14 mmcT 99.0 2.320 1.690 0.630 
(1) TOTAL 457.S 34.511 10.558 3.953 mg. 
Total mg 4 s multiplied 
by mean oal val of:- (food » 4.186) (faooes a 4.212) Kool/e* 
to give 
(2) TOTAL CALORIES 60.743 44.470 (l6»273)Cal. 
(3) .*• 1 g livo weight of P.asellus assimilates I6.g73a3.000 r - / o.. 
457,3 uaA/Z4n. 
X • 35.585 oaVg livo trt/24h. 
•I 
Table 21 
Calculation of tho 'boot estimate 1 of Z (assimilation) for 
O.asellua using tho data obtained i n tho summer 
assimilation experiments. 
Siso group Mean livo 
wt«mg« 
He an Keen Koan 
Ingestion egeation / aaalmilat 
(og. dry weight per 24h) 
0-3 mm 0.69 0.079 0.055 0.026 
7.32 
> 
0.256 0.171 0.085 
16.71 ! 1.082 0.820 0.262 
8-11 ma <j> 42.74 2.761 1.316 1.445 
8-11 mm (f 39*44 2.047 1.123 0.924 
11-14 mm? 84.72 2.296 1.855 0.441 
11-04 aa(f 76.95 2.687 2.067 0.620 
>l± ma 9 142.50 2.484 1.776 0.708 
>14 macT 117.42 1.906 1.333 0.573 
(1) TOTAL 528.49 15.598 10*514 5.084 nig. 
Total mg i a multiplied by 
mean oal.val. of:- (food « 4*186) (fee00s • 4*212) Koal/fi* 
to give 
(2) TOTAL CALORIES 65.293 44*285 (21.008) oal. 
(3) •» 1 g. livo weight of O.asellua assimilates}- 21.003 x 1000 a B l / 0 L i i 
52&«49 oai/Z4»« 
Z • 39*751 cal/g* l i v o wt./24h. 
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Teblo 22 
Calculation of the 'boot estimate* of X (assimilation) 
f o r P.woabQr using the fata, obtained from the 
winter facooa produotion exporiiaontB. 
Sis* group lie on litre Kean Kean Moan 
wt. ag. ingestion egoation assimilation 
(mg. dry wolgjit per 2U0 
0-j5 ma 5.3 0.213 0.151 0.062 
3™6 rat 1 3 * 0.1*93 0.349 0.344 
C"Q m 14.9 0.577 0*08 0.169 
6*8 IBS 27.7 0*828 0*586 0.242 
8*11 am 48.0 1.137 0.804 0.383 
11-14 mm 71.0 1.388 0.982 0*06 
) 34 SB 91-5 1.573 1.113 0*60 
(1) TOTAL 271.0 6.209 4.393 1.816 
Total og i s multiplied 
by mean oal. val of:- (food • 4*186) (faeoea a 3.909) Xoal/s* 
to giv© 
(2) TOTAL CALORIBS 25.991 17.172 (8.8l9)oal. 
(3) •• 1 e« l i i e waijjht of P.soaber nflnlnrilatea 8.819 x 1000 / j ^ . 
271*8 ow»»n 
I • 32*47 oal/fi. live *t./24h. 
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Table 23 
Calculation of the 'boat estimate' of Z (assimilation) 
for P«8oabor using tho data obtained from the 
summer assimilation experiments 
Sise group Mean live Mean Ho an Moan 
vt*mg* ingestion egestion assimilat 
(mg dry weight per 24h) 
0-3 mm 2*8 0*028 0*018 0*010 
3-6 mm 10*8 0*513 0.373 0.175 
6-8 mm 19*8 1.130 0.705 0*425 
8-11 ma 9 43*2 2*330 1405 0.925 
8-11 ma Cf 38*5 1.260 0.665 0.595 
11-14 mm? 60*7 1*485 1.045 0*440 
11-14 mmcf 61*4 1*420 1.120 0.300 
> 14 mm 9 94*8 1*560 1*275 0.285 
>14 mm<f 76.9 1*160 0*966 0*200 
(1) TOTAL 403*9 10*921 7*566 3*355 ag* 
Total mg i s multiplied by 
mean oal* vol* of J- (food » 4*186) (faeces » 3*909) XoaV* 
to give 
(2) TOTAL CAtoaiSS 45*715 29*575 (16.140) oal. . 
(3) •• 1 £• live weight of P.aoaber assimilates«- 16.340 x 1000 a a l / 9 i J l 
408*9 oai/Z4ft 
X • 39*472 oal/fi. live wt/24h* ; 
Table 24 
Summary of the 'beat estinatea' of assimilation* 
ingestion and egestion for l g . live wt* 
of O.asollua 
(a) by might (mg dry wt/24h) and 
(b) by oalories (oaV24h.) 
Expt* 
(a) 
Winter 
Summer 
00 
Winter 
Summer 
Food Keen Food 
Assimilated Ingested 
9.62 
35.585 
39.751 
9.13 3Z.73 
29*51 
37.668 132.830 
123.546 
Mean 
30.62 
Food 
Egosted 
23.09 
19.89 ' 
Mean 
21.49 
128.188 97*245 
85.795 
90.520 
Table 25 
Summary of the 'best estimate' of assimilation, ingestion 
and egeation for 1 g. l i v e wt* of P.aoaber 
(bj ]>y W B- f i* l t ^ a§* d r y. wt/24h) and 
Sxpti 
(a) 
winter 
Summer 
00 
Winter 
oalories (oal/24b). 
Food Hoan 
Assimilated 
6.68 
8.43 
32.447 
39.472 
7.56 
Food 
Ingested 
22.84 
27.33 
Hoan 
25*09 
Food 
Egestod 
16.16 
18.9Q. 
35.960 95.625 
1U.800 
103.713 63.178 
72.328 
Mean 
17.53 
67.753 
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Knowing the 'best estimates' of assimilation* 
ingestion and egestion, the equations given by Phillip&on (1960b) 
may now be satisfied i n terms of dry weight or oalorloo* 
1. Wt of food assimilated • Wt. of food ingested - wt* of faeces 
egosted 
(mg. dry wt/g.livo wt./24h) (mg. dry wt/g.llvo 
wt«/2t»h) 
(a) .0««aollua 9.13 
(b) .P.soaber 7*56 
30.62 
25.09 
(mg* dry wt/g.live 
wt./24h.) 
21*9 
17.53 
2. Energy of food 
assimilated 
(oal/g.live wt/24h«) 
(a) .0»aaollua 37*668 
(b) »ft.8oaber 35*960 
Enorgy of food • 
ingested 
(oal/g.llvo wt/24h) 
128.188 -
103.713 -
Energy of faeoes 
ogested 
(oal*/g.llve wt/2Ui.) 
90*520 
67*753 
Thus for the equation I • R • ? I -
I • 37*668 oal/or 9.13 mg per g.live wt/2U» O.nsallus 
I « 35*960 oal or 7*56 mg per g* l i v e wt/24h. P.sonber 
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SECTION 2 
Tho evaluation of the 'beat estimate 1 of respiratory energy loaa 
(ft or T A S) by Oniaous asellua and f oroellie soabpr* 
Chapter 5 
Respiratory metabolism of the isopods 0>asellua and P.aoaber 
Introduction 
Respiratory metabolism f o r O.asellue has been published by 
Ph i l l i p a on and Watson (1965)* The lack of l i t e r a t u r e eon earning 
respiratory motabolism studies f o r animals of the type designated 
by Uaofadyon (1963) and others* aa 'large deoomposers' i n a l l t h e i r 
l i f e stages was reported i n that paper* A study of P«spabar 
supplements the 0>aaellna study* and i s reported here* A 'best 
estimate' of respiratory energy loss per unit weight per unit 
time i s presented f o r both Q*asellus and P»soaberi i&ioh should 
f M i l i t a t e the calculation, from biooass data, the annual respiratory 
energy loss per unit Height, per unit area, by any population 
of these two qpeoios* 
1* Q»asellua 
Abstraot of Phillipaon and Watson (196$)t The oomplete paper 
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appoars as an appendix* but a summary of the results i s given 
below* 
(1) Approximately 7O0 individuals of O.asellus of a l l sisos were 
subfooted to oxygen oonsumptlon tests between March 1963 and 
March 1964* 
(2) I n the relationship l i v e weight to length a change 00ours 
at approximately 20 mg and 7*5 mm* whioh also ooinoides with a 
ohange i n the respiratory rate to l i v e weight relationship* The 
high oxygon uptake at l i v e weights less than 20 mg i s olearly 
associated with growth* 
(3) At weights greater than 20 mg the respiratory rate per unit 
weight i s f a i r l y constant, except during May* June and July when 
seasonal aberrance» associated with reproductive a c t i v i t i e s 
ooourrod* 
(4) A linear relationship exists between the l i v e weight of an 
individual and the number of embryos and/ 0' young per brood* 
Weight inorease above 100 mg i s mainly aooounted f o r by an increase 
i n the number' of young per brood* 
(5) Seasonal differences i n respiratory rates per unit weight 00our 
between March and August* and are more than twioe as high as those. 
obtained f o r the winter months* 
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(6) Two methods of oaloulating a 'boat estimate* of oxygon 
oonsumption per unit woight per unit time are givon* Those 
two estimates aro olosoi 4*992 and 5*328 mm Qf/me/Zhh* Using 
an oxyoalorifio equivalent of 5 K*oal/litro tho 'boat estimates' 
were oonverted to oalorles* the two estimates beings- 25*000 and 
26*7000 oal/eram l i v e weight/24h* 
2* P.sonber 
Approximately 800 individuals of a l l sizes were eolleoted 
i n the f i e l d and subjeoted to oxygen oonsumption tests between 
Junel964 and June 1965* The respirometer used was the continuously 
reoording one desoribed by PhiUipson (1962)* Measurements of 
oxygon oonsumption were made at 16 * 0*1°C and the humidity of tho 
metabolism chamber was kept above 90$ BH by means of a strip of damp 
i 
f i l t e r paper 3 x 1 am* The reoord for each individual was 
continuous over a period of at least 48h, but the rates of oxygen 
oonsumption were calculated from the results obtained for the 24h 
period between 6 and 30h after the experiment began* Individuals 
were placed i n the re spirometer within one hour of oolleotion. and 
were not fed i n tho laboratory or i n the apparatus* Date of 
oapture, sex* liv o might, total body length* total body width* 
breeding condition* and respiratory rate were recorded for eaeh 
individual* 
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Results 
Longtb/weight and longth/width relationships* 
Graphs showing tho relationship of length to l i v e weight* 
and body width, were oonstruotod for eaoh month of tho year* but 
they were so alike that only those for June and Dooomber are 
given (Pigs*23»2*7. and 25)* I t i s d e a r that a ohango i n the 
relationship of l i v e weight to length occurs at approximately 16 
mg l i v e weight (equivalent to a length of 7*0 mm)« This change 
ooinoides with that observed In the respiratory rate to l i v e 
weight relationship shown i n Figs•24-27* 
Oxygen consumption 
Figs* 2X»-29 show tho respiratory rate per unit weight plotted 
against l i v e weight for eaoh month of the year* A l l the graphs 
show a similar ourvo with an inflexion within tho l i w woight 
range of 10-20 mg* Over 20 mg l i v e weight the respiratory 
rate per unit weight i s f a i r l y constant for eaoh month* The 
marked increase i n rate per unit weight shown by 0»asollus In the 
1 
months of May to July was not as apparent i n the P>8Ccbor experiments* 
Breeding season and respiratory rate 
A l l female P.floober used for oxygen consumption exporimonta were 
dlsseoted* The 0audition of tho ovaries was notod and, whon present* 
tho number of embryos and/or young oontained i n the brood pouch 
Fig .2i 
Tho relationship*, of body length to body width during the 
m? n*^» °? Deoember to June 1J65# Uhsoxed individual* * 
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counted. Teblo 26 shows the ovary oondition of a l l animals 
dissected for oaoh month of tho year* 
Table 26 
Gonad oondition of adult female p«soaber used for 
respiratory rate measurements from June to December 1961*, end 
January to June 1965* 
Number of adults with 
1965 ' Small eggs developing early late embryos/ 
eggs embryos young 
January JO. 6 0 . 0 
February 8 24 0 0 
Karon . 2 • .... 18 . .0 0 
April 0 24 0 0 
Key 0 28 13 0 
1965 June 0 2 46 1 
1964 July 11 0 0 17 
August 22 0 0 2 
September 16 16 0 0 
Ootober 14 4 0 0 
November • 40 0 0 0 
Seoember 20 0 0 0 
I t is clear that ovaries develop at f i r s t gradually » and later 
rapidly to a maximum i n May when early embryos begin to appear i n the 
brood pouoh* After the f i r s t brood i s liberated i n August* the 
Visa, 24.27 
P.soabert 
Respiratory rate per unit weight plotted against live 
weight from June to June 1965. 
Unsexed individuals 
® Males 
O Females without brood pouoh 
# Females + early embryos 
Q Females + late embryos 
4 
Fig. 26 
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ovaries begin to develop rapidly i n order to produce a sooond 
brood* In this oase a aeoond brood failed to develop* 
Season and roapiratory rate 
The ratio of juveniles to adults» or breeding to non-breeding 
Individuals, i n the experiments indioatod i n Figs* 2&-2Q may 
not rofleot the f i e l d situation* However* i f i t i s assumed 
that the greatest proportion of the biomasa thraghout the year i s 
oompOsed of individuals exoeeding 16 mg live weight* thfin a 
oomparison of mean monthly respiratory rates w i l l indicate : 
minimum seasonal difforonoea in respiratory energy loss* Fig*30 
shows that seasonal differences do ooour i n both sexes* The mean 
respiratory rates for the summer months (April to September) 0*211 
and 0*199 mm ^ Oj/mg/h for males and females respectively are 
considerably highor than the 0*151 and 0*158 mm "'Og/mg/n (males 
and females) obtained for the winter months (Ootober to I'aroh)* 
Consideration of the results In Table 26 and Fig*30 indioates a 
definite trend for respiratory rates being dependant on ovary 
development* A steady inorease of oxygon consumption from January 
to Kay reflects ovary development• In June* a sudden drop i n 
respiratory rate ooourred in females after the mature eggs had 
been deposited i n the brood pouch* The rate, rose again i n July 
when a l l tho brood pouches oontained embryos whioh were about to be 
.s~ ^ 
Pig30 
P.aoabon 
Jfeon monthly respiratory rate per unit weight of individuals 
whioh exoeed 16 mg.live weight; Sidles ® , females A S 
also the mean respiratory rata per unit weight of females which 
contain undeveloped eggs U , developing eggs liil3 > 
early embryos „ , tld , and late embryos/young fgfc t grouped by month of ooourrenoe. 
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released* This increase i n respiratory rate continued, to 
September when the ovaries wore again developing rapidly* only 
to drop suddenly i n Ootober to December when ovaries contained 
u . undeveloped eggs* 
Annual respiratory metabolism 
Beoause of the variability *>f respiratory rate with size, 
breeding condition* and season, and the lack of knowledge of the 
l i f e stage composition of a natural population of P.soabor* i t ms 
not possible to oaloulate directly the respiratory energy loss 
per unit area of habitat per annum* Under these oiroumstonoes the 
employment of tho 'best estimate' technique proposed by Phillipaon 
(1961, 1962) mis again permissable* Table 27 shows the methods 
employed i n oaloulating a 'best estimate' of oxygen oonsumption* 
In both methods i t was assumed that where i t was not practical to 
assess the gonad condition accurately, the weight of the animal 
would reflect gonad condition* This assumption was made for 
juveniles (<16 mg live weight), and they were grouped i n the four 
categories shown i n Tablo 27* Individuals greater than 16 mg 
live weight were sexod* 
Zt was also assumed that the time of occurrence of moles would 
reflect gonad oondition, consequently the males wore grouped oooording 
to month of ocourreenoe i n the two methods of oaloulating a 'best 
estimate'* The gonad oondition of females oould be assessed, and i n 
method 1 the females wore grouped into those with small eggs* those 
- 70 
with developing eggs* those with early embryos, end those with 
late embryos/young* In method 2 the femalos* like the males, 
wore grouped aooordlng to month of ooourranoe* 
Calculation of a 'best estimate' of oxygon consumption by 
method 1 gave a result of 4*249 mm ^02/mg/24hJ, end by method 2, 
4*122 mm 0^^ /mg/2Uu To convert the oxygen consumption figures 
to oalories an oxyoolorifio equivalent of 6 K.ool/litro was used* 
The'best estimate* thus obtained of respiratory energy loss (& or 
T A s ) for P.soaber ma, by method 1 21*245 oal/fi«live wt/22+h, 
and by method 2 20*610 ©al/g.live wt/24h* 
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Table 27 
The two methods employed i n c a l c u l a t i n g a 'best estiaateA o> O Xygen 
consumption for P.ncwbor 
Category 
Mean L.wt.(mg) 
_3 
JUVENILES 
o 
V 
2 .22 
0_/individ/h|2 . 2 1 4 
CO 
i 
5.94 
2.659 
o • 
N 
ri I 
• 
CO 
10.13 
3 .506 
o 
01 
14 .25 
4 .159 
XDULT liALES 
3 
40.24 
5.744 
i 
40.15 
5.971 
1 
1 
.p
ri
l 
1 K M 
10 3 cn 
3 
u ! 
A) X -) <« w « 
" 49.66 58.06 40.45 37 . 52 39 .49 44 .97 __.39.64 
10.058 10 .523 8.6l0_ 5.943 8,900 8 .364 8.39P. 
i 
f 
41.11 
5^390. 
_ 5 0 . 3 3 
it. 585 
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Mean L.wt.(ma) 
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to 01 p 
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•0 
50.28 
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59 .58 76.48 
10.028 12.060 
TOTAL 
ADULT 
FLMALE, 
245.99 ( D I ) 
41.21C (B ) 2 
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44.34 40.73 49 .66 63.43 67.24 59.02 66.98 60.04 65.04 58 .69 
._<«< 
45.32 
t-i 
6.481 6.652 7 .965 11.231 13.720 8.5?5 11.599 
•* •• — 
12.332 13.913 8 .303 • 4 .751 6 .783 
Calculation of 'best estimate' 
Method 1 A * B 
• 
Method 2 
A • B 
1 1 
A„ + C„ 2 2 
140.981 
796.290 
212.026 
A a • C t " 1234.620 
0 .177 ma302/mt|/h or 4.249 Q»30 /mg/24h 
0 . 172 ma^g/mg/h or 4.122 aa302/mg/24h. 
i 
1 
TOTAL 
Juveniles and 
Adult Males 
550.30 (A t) 
99.771 (A 2) 
TOTAL 
Adult 
Females 
684 .32 ( C ^ 
112.255 ( c 2 ) 
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SECTION 3 
The measurement of growth (Y^ • Yg • Y^) of the iaopoda 
Oniaoua asellus and Poroelllo soaber* 
General Introduction 
+ + Y^  remain to bo measured to satisfy tho equation 
I • a + Yj^ + Y 2 + Y^  f o r O.aaellua and P.soaber* L i t t l e attention 
has been given to the measurement of the parameters • Y 2 * *3 
f o r a l l l i f e stages of t e r r e s t r i a l invertebrates* Caloulations 
of growth from population data were node by Odum and Smalley (1959) 
f o r the grasshopper Orohelimua flidiciniumi Engolmann (1961) 
various s o i l Arthropods, mainly Orlbateij Odum et a l (1962) the 
grasshoppor Itolanopus femur > rubrum, M« b i l i t e r a t u s . and the tree 
orioket Oeoanthws nlgrloornis; Golley and Gentry (1964) the southern 
harvester ant Pogonomyrmeac badiua; Wiegert (1964) the s p i t t l e bug 
Phllaenus spuranrlusi and (1965) various Orthoptera; and Saito (1965) 
the isppdd LitfLdpm foponlounu Studies on the growth by length 
of isopods have been made by Heeley (1941) J Hatohett (1947) I 
Kataakis (1955)i Bakker (1956) Breroton (1956)I Paris and Pitelka 
(1963) and Wieser (1965). 
Only Saito (1965) has attempted to calculate growth or production 
of a l l l i f e stages of a speoiea designated by Jfoofadyea (1963) 
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and others as a 'largo decomposer'• The present study gives 
suoh data f o r the two iaopods p.nsellua and P»aoaber« Growth 
may be measured i n two ways*-* 
(1) Detailed population studies enable population growth, 
production of young and growth by moult to be measured direotly 
and aocuratoly providing an effio i e n t sampling programme i s 
oarried out* 
(2) Mfoon biomass data and the l i f e stage composition of a 
population i s unknown, the growth per unit time of individuals 
representing a l l l i f e stages may be measured* Suoh information 
permits the construction of a growth ourve over the whole l i f e span, 
and the weight increase per unit tine for eaoh l i f e stogo can thus 
be estimated* This l a t t e r method was used to oaloulato growth of 
Q*aaellus and P.soabor* The lack of knowledge of the l i f e stage 
composition of natural populations of the two speoies of isopods 
being studied made i t impossible to oaloulate direotly the energy 
usoot f o r body growth, growth of reproductive tissue and growth by 
moult per unit area of habitat per annum* therefore the employment 
of the 'best estimate' technique proposed by Fhillipson (1962» 
1963} was neoessary* To oaloulate the best estimate of growth the 
following data wore considered neoessary f o r a l l the l i f e stages of 
the two isopod speoies:* 
1* Tho rates of growth (mg l l v o weight)of individual isopodfl 
per unit time« 
2« The dry weights of non reproductive and roproduotivo tissue 
oomprising the above l i v e weight increases per unit time . 
3« The energy i n oalorios equivalent to the abovomentionod dry 
weighto. 
A •best estimate' of growth (Y^ • Y^ • Yj) could therefore 
be oaloulated, thus f a c i l i t a t i n g the calculation, from bipmass data* 
of the annual energy of growth per unit area of habitat by any 
population of CUssellus or P«soaber« Chapters 6,7 and 8 show 
how this information was obtained* 
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Chapter 6 
Celorifio values of iaopod muterial* 
Introduction 
Information oonoerning the o a l o r i f i o values of animal material 
i s sparse* Calorific values have been given by Gere (1956) f o r 
the caterpillar Hyphiantria owe at Odum and Smalley (1959) f o r 
the grasshopper Orohelimum fidicinium; Golley (1961) f o r unspecified 
inseotsj Slobodkin and Riehman ( l 96 l ) f o r unspeoified mites and 
beetles; Golloy and Gentry ( l 9$t) f o r the ant Fojrononrerrcex bodiusi 
Wlegert (1964) for the s p i t t l e bug Philaenus spumarius and 
(1965) f o r various Orthopteraj and Saito (1965) f o r the feopod 
I.iridium japonioum. 
The methods used i n determining the oalorifio values of 
biological materials have been described by P h i l l i p a on (1960 who 
also reported the a v a i l a b i l i t y of a mioro bomb oalorimeter which 
was oapable of ooabusting samples of 5-100 mg dry weight* This 
last mentioned apparatus was used i n the present studies* 
Methods 
For each species samples wore obtained of male and female bodies 
of a l l l i f e stages at different seasons, reproductive tissue i n a l l 
7 6 -
developmental atagoa, moulted oxoskolotons, preferred foods and 
the faooes produood from these foods* Samples were vacuum dried 
at 60°C, fi n e l y ground with an agato pestle and mortar, pelleted, 
and stored over a dessioant* Calorifio values wero obtained 
by combusting pellets of approximately 10 mg dry wolght i n a 
oli c h t l y modified model of the Phillipson (1960 mioro bomb 
oalorimotor, whioh had previously been calibrated with bensoio 
aoid* Operation of the bomb was dosoribod by Phillipson (19&|.)* 
At least three determinations were made on eaoh sample* 
Results 
Calibration of the bomb : 
« 
The values of ten oonseoutive combustions of benaoio aoid 
were determined* A mean value of 0*7573 + 0*005 mV/100 oal (S«E* 
0*002, €*V* 0*06t|.) was obtained* The calibration was periodically 
oheoked and was found not to very* The mean calibration figure 
was used f o r calculation of the oa l o r i f i o value of a l l materials 
subsequently burned (see Appendix f o r sample data sheet)* 
Calorifio values of exuviae* 
Attempts to determine the oalorifio value of moulted exoskeletons 
i 
wove discontinued after repeated f a i l u r e of oombustion f o r these 
samplesjindioated that they oontained a high peroentage of mineral, 
thus having no significant o a l o r i f i o value* voV.rir .c. r j . ^ ' i <>i\ 
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Calorific values of iaopod bodies, reproductive tissue, foods and faeoesi 
Tables 28*29 and 30 a»b. show the results obtained f o r 
ItfO separate determinations. 
Body tissuos. 
(a) O.asellus, 20 oombustlons f o r Juveniles end mole bodies, and 40 
f o r juvenile and female bodies gave mean c a l o r i f i c values f o r a l l 
l i f e stages of 3*622 and 3*567 K«oal/g«dry wt respectively* 
(See Table 28) 
(b) P»noaber 13 and 20 determinations gave mean values f o r a l l 
l i f e stages of 5*488 (males) and &*475 (females) K*oaVa>dry wt* 
respectively* (See Table 28)* , 
Reproductive tissue. 
Beoause of the proportionately small siae of underdeveloped 
ovaries i t was assumed that they did not make a significant 
contribution to the mean oalorifio value Of whole animals, therefore 
separate measurements were not mado f o r th i s material* Determinations 
wore made for ripe or developing ovaries, and early and late embryos* 
The following mean valuos (k*oal/g*dry wt*) were obtainedI-
Ripe or developing ovaries * 0»asellua 5*328; P>soaber 5*431 • 
Early embryos , t 0*ase.Uua 6*507; P»aoaber 6*528 . 
Lato embryos I p»ase]lua 5*587; P*aoabor 5*633, 
(See Table 28) 
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Colorific valuos of prof erred foods ,* 
Table 29 shows the results obtained* The mean oa l o r i f i o 
value of a l l foods previously usod i n the determination of I 
(assimilation) was 4*186 K.oal/s» dry wt« 
Calorific values of faeooa : 
(a) O.aaollust Clearly there was a po s s i b i l i t y that the o a l o r i f i o 
valuo of faooea produoed would vary with the type of food eaten 
and the l i f e stage of the animal eating i t * Therefore an attempt 
was made to see i f the o a l o r i f i o value of faeces varied with the 
type of food and the l i f e stage of the animal* The 6-8 mm and 
11 - 14 mm siae groups of Q»asellus were fed separately with disos 
of eaoh of the four foods* Dead Sweet Chestnut leaves, Dead Oak 
leaves, Deoaying Oak leaves and Dgoaying Sycamore leaves* The 
faeces produced by eaoh l i f e stage from each food were pelleted 
and oombusted* Table 30 shows that significant differenoes did 
ooour, but not knowing the l i f e stage composition and the amounts of 
each food actually consumed by eaoh l i f e stage of a f i e l d population, 
the mean value f o r a l l faeoes of 4*212 K*oal/g*dry wt was determined, 
and assumed to represent the oalorifio value of faeoes being 
produood by a l l individuals i n the f i e l d * 
(b) P.soaberi Individuals of a l l l i f e stages wore allowod to defeoate 
i n feeding oh ambers whioh were placed i n the f i e l d * No food was 
offered, therefore the faeoes oolleoted were produoed from foods 
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Table 28 
Mean oal o r i f i o values obtained f o r body and repronuotivo tissue 
f o r a l l l i f e stages of O.aaellua and P.aoabor. 
O.asellus 
Material n 
Cal Vol 
a(k.oal/g dry wt.) S.S. $ ash c*v. 
Devol.ovaries 3 5.338 i 0.090 0.052 2.92 1*69 
Early embryos 3 6.507 - 0.025 0.015 3.37 0.39 
Late embryos 3 5.587 - 0.025 0.014 15.07 0.45 
0-3 mm bodies 4 3*944 i 0.092 0.046 27.53 2.33 
3*6 mm bodies 3 2.920 - 0.229 0.132 29*68 7.83 
6*8 am bodies 3 2.906 i 0.017 0,010 31.87 0*60 
8-11mm 6* bodies 3 4.187 i 0.070 0,040 30*68 1*66 
8-11 ram 0_ bods, + Iffi 5 4.154 ~ 0.119 0.053 29.23 2,86 
8-11mm 0. bods. - It 3 3*720 i 0,071 0.041 27.91 1.90 
8-11mm 0 bods. - BP 3 3.950 - 0*088 0.051 33.64 2.24 
11-14min 0*boda. 38 4.153 - 0.148 0.085 30.42 3.56 
11-1Aam^ bods. +NH. 3 3*913 - 0.054 0.031 29.60 1.39 
11-14ma <jj bods* - H 3 3.380 * 0.022 0.013 30.97 0.64 
11-IAsm 0 bods* - BP 3 3.170 i 0.030 0.017 31.66 0.95 
} 14mm <f bodies 4 2,925 - 0.047 0.024 34.94 1.61 
A 14mm 0. bods* -t-IOL 4 3.445* 0*087 0.043 34.85 2.52 
> 14mm ^  bods* - 2 3 3.557 1 0.040 0*023 28.22 1.13 
> 14mm £ bods* -BP 3 3.723 - 0,080 0.046 32.57 2.14 
COA£OI 
Table 28 (oontd...) 
Material 
Cal val 
n a (k.oal/g dry wt) S.E. # ash c.v. 
Devel.ovaries 4 5.431 £ 0.113 0.056 2.47 2.08 
Early embryos 3 6.528 - 0*029 0.016 1.05 0.44 
Late embryos 3 5.633 - 0*028 0.015 13.66 0.46 
0-3mm bodies HO DATA AVAILABLE 
3.6mm bodies 3 3.367 - 0.135 0.078 25.37 4.01 
6—8mm bodies 4 3.908 £ 0*049 0.025 24*39 1*26 
8-11mm 6* bods. 3 3.523 £ 0.040 0*023 26*26 1*14 
8-11mn <J| bods.+ m NO DATA AVAILABLE 
8-11mm £ bods.-a 3.:.3.347 - 0*074 0*043 31*81 2*22 
8-11mm £ bods -BP f . i ; 3.i5i £ 0.024 0*014 27*01 0.75 
11-14mm cTbodies 3 3.523 £ 0.025 0.014 26*61 0*71 
11-14mm 0 bods* 4 rot NO DATA AVAILABLE 
11-14ma 0. bods - R 3 3*860 £ 0*051 0*029 27.25 1.32 
11-14nmi 0. bods - BP 3 3.162 £ 0*087 0*050 30*80 2*75 
> 14mm 6* bods NO DATA AVAILABLE 
> 14ma J bods. + Ntt NO DATA AVAILABLE 
> 14mm ^  bods* • & 3 3.533 £ 0.057 0.033 29*34 1*62 
> 14mm 0 bods* • Bp NO DATA AVAILABLE 
NR • Undeveloped ovaries 
& • Developing ovaries 
BP a Brood pouoh 
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eaten i n tho f i e l d * A no an oalorifio value of 3*909 K*oal/g.dry 
wt. was obtained* 
A l l the aeon values thus obtained f o r body tissue, reproductive 
tissuo, foods, and faeces were late r used to convert the 'best 
estimates' obtained f o r I (Chapter 4) and Y^ + Y,, (Chapter 8) 
into calories per gram l i v e weight per unit time* 
Table 29 
The mean oalorifio values of foods 
Food material 
Cal value 
n £*oal/g*dry wt* S.E. ash o.v. 
Dead S.Chestnut 
leaves 
3 4.313*0.017 0*010 3.90 0*34 
Dead Oak leaves 3 4*030*0*057 0.033 3.46 1*40 
Deo*0ak loaves 3 4.62^*0*040 0.023 3.53 0*87 
Doo•Sycamore leaves 4 4*220*0*049 0.025 9*64 1.17 
Dead Thistle leaves 3 3*733*0*072 0*042 7.74 1*94 
Moan a l l foods 16 4*186*0*290 0.073 5*91 6*94 
I 
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Table 30 
(a) The Keen oalorifio values obtained from faooes produced when 
difforont l i f e stages of Q.Reollua were fed on four separate 
food items* 
(b) The mean oalorifio value of faeces produced by individuals of 
P.soaber which had been feeding i n the f i e l d * 
Faeoes n « Col value S.Ii. % ash o*v* 
materials K.oal/g-dry wt* 
(a)Dead S* 16*8mm 3 4*147*0.021 0.012 3.20 0*50 
Chestnut \ faeoes 111.14mm 3 3*783*0.013 0.007 3.32 0*33 
Dead Oak f 6-8mm 3 4*257i0.043 0*025 4.43 1.00 
faeoea 111-1mm 3 4*097*0.060 0.035' 6*29 1*47 
Decaying 1 6-8mm 3 4*323*0*010 0*006 17*83 0.22 
Oak j 
^faeoos lll-14mm 3 4*360*0*099 0.057 9.89 2.28 
Deo eying (*6-8mn 3 4*327*0.005 0.003 12*10 0.12 
Syoamore j faeoes 111-1/, mm 3 4*403*0*017 0.010 12*99 0.39 
Mean a l l faeoes 24 4*212*0.197 0.040 8*89 4*68 
(b))P*soaber faeoes 3 3*909*0.045 0.026 13*91 1*15 
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Chapter 7 
Vet weight/dry weight relationships of body and reproductive tissue 
Introduction 
Beoause of the variation of l i v e weight due to varying 
water oontent, Sngelmonn (1966) emphasised the need f o r weight 
determinations i s energetios studies to be i n terms of dry weight* 
Live weight/dry weight relationships of whole animals have been given 
by Hubbell, Slkora and Paris (1965) f o r the ieopod Armadlllldlum 
f vulggretand Saito (1965) f o r the isopod Llrldlvta' .laponloum* The 
present study presents data f o r wet weight/dry weight relationships 
of a l l l i f e stages and breeding oonditions of the speoles 0>asellus 
and P.sonber.thus f a o i l i t a t i n g the conversion to dry weights of the 
li v e weight data from growth experiments (chapter 8)* . 
Methods 
Experiments were performed to obtain wet weight/dry weight 
data f o r individuals of a l l l i f e stages during both the non breeding 
and breeding seasons* 
(a) Males and non breeding females* 
. Individuals of both spooies representing a l l l i f e stages were 
collected i n the f i e l d * Males wore oolleoted at a l l seasons, but 
females were only oollooted when they contained undeveloped ovaries* 
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Kaon individual was weighed l i v e , vaouum dried at &0°C» and the 
dry weight determinod* 
(b) Breeding females 
Breeding females (>1 6 mg li v e weight or 7 mm length) of 
both speoies were oolleoted i n the f i e l d during the f i r s t week 
of March 1966* The animals thus oolleoted were transferred to 
unglaxed plant pots which had been prepared i n the following manner* 
Pots were sunk into the ground i n the f i e l d * the tops being allowed 
to projeot 15 oms above s o i l level* A mixture of s o i l and gravel 
was introduoed i n t i l i t f i l l e d the pot t o s o i l l e v e l * A l i t t e r 
layer was placed on top of the s o i l to simulate natural conditions* 
A weatherproof board kept i n plaoe by heavy stones sealed each 
pot* Every throe days samples of isopods were dissected to determine 
the presenoe of rapidly developing ovaries, early or late embryos, tho 
desoription of which has already been given by PhiUipson and 
Watson (1965)* Several authors have reported the moan duration 
of embryo development i n the brood pouch of isopodst* Pieroe (1907)) 
Verhooff (1919) t Howard (1940); Heeley (1941); Hatohett (1947); 
and Bakker (1956)* Knowing the time of formation of a brood pouoh 
f o r a oertain individual 1 i t was therefore possible t o estimate when 
early or late embryos were l i k e l y to be present* Early and late 
embryos were assumed to be present 7 days and 28 days respectively 
after the formation of a brood pouoh* Tfhen a brood pouoh formed. 
the date was noted, and the animal Isolated to be l a t e r inspected 
f o r either early or late embryo determination* 
At least 30 individuals of each species representing a l l 
l i f e stages wore oolleotod f o r eaoh reproductive stago (developing 
or ripe ovaries, early embryos, and late embryos), eaoh individual 
being analysed i n the following manner*- The head and hepatopanoroas 
were withdrawn oepholioally, and the gut and abdominal segments withdrawn 
oaHdally* The legs were out o f f with fine solssors* The body 
remaining was placed Ventral surface uppermost i n a p o t r i dish 
containing semi molten wax* Eton the wax hardened, the ventral 
aurfaoe was removed by means of fine dissecting needles under a 
binooular microsoopo* The reproductive material was o or0fully 
removed and the number of eggs or embryos oounted* Adherent 
wax was removed from the body remains, and the l a t t e r plus the parts 
previously removed were plaood i n a 2 x tube* The reproductive 
material was plaood on a small oover s l i p * Both body remains and 
reproductive material were vacuum dried at 60°C and separately 
weighed* 
Results 
(a) Live weight/dry weight relationships of male and non brooding 
female bodies* 
The percentage water content of each individual was oaloulated 
aooording to the formula Live wt - Dry wt x 100, Moan water 
Live wt* 
oontenta of 68*99 - 3*M> end 67*85 -2*45 wore dotorminod f o r O.aeellua 
and P»Boaber respectively* Figs* a*b* show that l i v e weight 
i s linearly related to dry weight* The regression was oaloulated 
by the least squares method* and the following formulae were 
oaloulatedi-
X • 2.916Y * 5*469(r « 0*99^ 0*f»sellua 
X « 2*880Y * 2*220(r « 0*99^P.aocber 
where Y i s the dry weight, and X the l i v e weight* 
(b) Live weight/dry weight relationships of body tissue to 
reproductive tissue* 
7igs*3ft to 37 i l l u s t r a t e the linear relationships obtained 
from the analysis of the data collected from the breeding females* 
Each regression was oaloulated by the least squares method* 
(a) p.isollus.: 
Regression of l ive weight upon dry weight. The line i s a 
least squares estimate of the regression. 
(b) P. spacers 
Regression of l ive weight upon dry weight. She line is a 
squares estimate of the regression 
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Chapter 8 
Measurement; of the rates of growth (Y^ + Yg + Y^) of the 
two isopod apooies onlooua .asellus and Porccllio seabor* 
Introduotlon 
I n i t i a l l y data on growth rates i n both p*nsollus and P»sotsbor 
were hopod for but, owing to an aooident i n whioh the P.soaber 
individuals under observation died, i t proved neoeasary to make use 
of the data given by Wleser (1965) fo r this spcoios. 
1. Growth of body tissue (y^) 
(a) Otinsellus 
Methods 
Thirty individuals wore oolleotcd i n August 1965 Immediately 
after liberation from the brood pouoh* Saoh was weighed, measured 
for length and width, and plaood i n a 2 x 1" oorked tube oontaining 
a strip of damp f i l t e r paper 4 x 2 em, whloh maintained a ItH > 95$* 
A small quantity of l i t t e r and log baric was also plaoed in each 
tube to provide both food and orevioos, i n which the animal would 
shelter* Baoh tube was numbered with a diamond penoil and l e f t i n 
a safe plaee i n the f i e ld* Larger individuals were oolleoted i n 
September 1965* Beyer (1957/58) and Phillipson and Watson (1965) 
gave evidonoe to show that one year old 0«3.3ellus are approximately 
8*0 mm in length or 20 - 25 mg l ive weight, therefore individuals 
of this longth and l ive weight were oolleoted and assumed to represent 
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ono year olds. Tho two other most oonmonly ocourring eixo groups 
in the f i o l d at tho time of oolleotion mro (a) 10.5 to 11.5 mm 
(approximately 60 mg l ivo weight) and (b) 13*0 to 14*0 mm (approximately 
90 mg livo. weight). These two groups wore assumed to represent (a) 
two yoar olds and (b) throe year olds. Twenty f ive animals of eaoh 
sex wore takon fo r ocoh age olass. and thoir l ivo weights determined* 
An identification merk was made on J ..... eaoh 
individual by applying a dot of cellulose dope of known oolour and 
position onto tho dorsal surface* Males and females from eaoh ago 
olass were plaoed f i f teen to a feeding ohaober which had been 
prepared i n the usual manner (Chapter l)» but supplied with a l ibera l 
quantity of l i t t e r , log bark, and f l a t stones* thereby simulating 
f i e l d conditions. Eaoh feeding chamber was scaled, numbered, and 
plaoed i n the f i o l d along with the tubes containing tho 0 year ago 
olass (young) individuals* ^hon tho young wore large enough 
to be marked without oausing them damage, they were introduced into the 
feeding chambers* Monthly observations over a period of nine months 
to May 1966 gave details of l ive weight, length, and width increase. 
Moulting frequency was d i f f i c u l t to determine as isopods frequently 
eat their exuvife. Measurement of tho 0 year olass was effooted by 
placing thorn under a binooular miorosoopo containing a miorometer 
eye pieoo# The 1 to 3 year olasses wore measured with sliding 
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oalipurc Tflilch wsro graduatod i n 0*1 ma units* The length was 
taken to bo the distanoo from the anterior extremity of tho 
oophalon to tho t i p of the tolson* An error up to • 1«0 mm 
could be expected due to tho oontraotion or expansion of tho 
thoraola se&aents* 
Hesulta 
As tho experiments wore discontinued at the end of May, 
certain assumptions had to bo made i n order to estimate annual 
growth* 
(a) 0 year oga classI There i s evidenoa from tho l i t e r a t u r e Hoeley 
( 1 9 M ) { Hatsakis (1955) J Beyer (1957/58) J Breraton (1956)J Paris 
and PiteUca (1962); Phillipaon and Watson (1965)* and Closer (19*5) 
that isopods grow rapidly from b i r t h to a length of approximately 
7 to 8 tarn (20-25 mc) at one year old* The moan percentage 
increase i n weight from b i r t h to Kay was lyQtf> per month (0»55 mg 
to 9*12 mg); i t was oaloulatod that a mean poroontago inoroaso from 
June to August of 30$ per month would enable to wolght of 20 • 25 
mg to be reached* 
(b) 1 and 2 year age olassest I t was assumed that these age classes would 
continue to grow from June to September at least as rapidly as the 
mean rate of Growth per month from October to May* Tho mean 
percentage weight inoreeso per month during this period October to 
Kay was 10/£ ( l year ago olass) and lw« (2 year age olass), therefore 
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these two figures were used to estimate growth f o r the two age 
olassea from ^ une to Soptomber* 
(a) Female bodily growthI I t was impossible to estimate separately 
the body ( i * o * son reproductive) growth of females from A p r i l 
by the method described under (b), booauso of faotors assooiated 
with the development of reproductive tissue from the month of A p r i l * 
However, evidenoe was available to make the assumption that the 
growth of female body tissue approximated to that of male bodily 
growth, i n that non breeding female body growth up to Karoh followed 
oloBoly that shown by males* Further, males and females at the 
end of the breeding season of the seme length and width have similar 
l i v e weights* Seotion 1 showed that females tend to ingest and 
assimilate more than males during the breeding season, whioh suggests 
that the enorgy and materials required for the produotion of 
roproduotive tissue may come from such a souroe without affecting 
the rate of bodily growth* Therefore the data obtained f o r male 
growth was used to oaloulate the rate of growth of body tissue (Y^) • 
(d) The energy of growth by moult I Wieser (1965) calculated that i n 
three years an isopod moults approximately twenty four times, 
produoing approximately 7#V'0m£> 3*7 weight of exuviae* However, 
evidence from the l i t e r a t u r e Verhoff (1919); Hatehott (1947)» Pat one 
(19W$» Bakker (1956); and the author* s own observations, indicate that 
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aoet exuviae aro eaton* This evidonoo* and tho repeated failure 
of combustion of exuviae i n tho isiorobomb oolorimoter (Chapter 6) 
suggest that available energy originally i» tho exuvioa i s 
reabsorbed* Energy loss by moult was tberofore assumed to bo 
negligible* 
Making the assumptions mentioned i t ma possible to oaloulate 
the rate of growth per month f o r a l l age classes* Tablo 31 shows a 
summary of tho results obtained* 
I t can be seen that 0*asolluB grows from a l i v e weight at 
b i r t h of 0*55 xag (l»7mm) to 19*9mg (7*3nm) during i t s f i r s t year* 
A l i v e weight of 6^ *7 ng (ll*0tnm) i s roaohed at two years old* 
and a l i v e weight of 93*9 lag (lJJ.lmm) at three years old* No 
data was obtained f o r the three year age elass owing to the early 
death of a l l the animals* a feature assumed to hold f o r natural 
conditions* The mean rate of growth per month expressed as the 
percentage l i v e weight increase per month* and the live" weight 
increase per month (mg) was ooloulatedj Figs*3$ and 3? show the 
results obtained* I t i s clear that growth i s not constant throughout 
the year* but i s affected by season* Fig«40 shows a single 
logarithmic plot of the mean l i v e weights obtained f o r eaoh age olass 
f o r eaoh monthly observation* The growth ourve thus obtained f o r 
the whole l i f e span i s sigmoids! f o r each age olass. i l l u s t r a t i n g 
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Table 31 
Tho neon rates of bodily (non reproductive) growth of 
three age olasses of Q»aaellua 
Period Age I n i t i a l I n i t i a l Final Final Growth/ Growth/ 
of growth olasa L.wt (ag) length L.wt* length ffith (ag) ath (mo) 
(mm) (iag) (sua) 
12 mths ' ' t j l 1 "•- • •'' -19.9 7*3 ' 1.61 • ; v ' ' - ' - 0A7 ' 
9 mtha 9*12 4*0 0.95 0«2|4 
(May) 
12 mtha • • • "£4.7' 11.0 J 3 . 0 0.25 
., 1 • 2.2 .• 8.0 
8 rntha W.2 10.3 2.01 0,28 
(May) ' ^ ... 
12 atha ::. 93*9 13 .1 3.10 0.19 ' 
8 mtha 80.2 12*2 2*90 0.18 
(May) 
the seasonal effeot upon growth. A 'beat f i t * hyperbolio ourve 
was drawn by eye. 
(b) P»aeaber 
The most comprehensive information i n the li t e r a t u r e eonoerning 
growth of P.soabor was oonsidored to bo that presented by Wioser (1965) • 
ITieser'a data was drawn from previous data given i n the lit e r a t u r e * whieh 
WAS given i n tftraw of growth by length per month. sieaer converted those 
growth ratea into tema of mg. l i v e weight according to a previously 
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determined l i v e weight/length r a t i o * The data were presented as 
a single logarithmic plot of l i v e weight against time of release 
from the brood pouoh, the oaloulations being made aocording to 
Bertolonffy's (1951) exponential equation* 
Fig*&? shows Wieser's graph i n a somewhat modified form* The 
X coordinate was divided into months as well as days* and the age 
olasses (0,1 end 2) inserted* August was assumed to be time tQ» 
that i s , tho month of liberation from the brood pouoh* I t was 
possible to read o f f the mean l i v e weights at b i r t h * one, two* and 
three years old* P*soaber was estimated to grow from 0*2 mg 
(1*5 mm approx) to 23*0 mg (7*4 no approx) i n i t s f i r s t year, and reaoh 
61*0 mg (10*5 mm approx) and 90*0 mg (13*0 mm approx) i n i t s seoond 
and t h i r d years respectively* I t would seem that P»acaber grows 
at the following rates 
0 year olass 1*90 mg/l*ive wt/mth : 0*50 mm/mth 
1 year olass 3*17mg/Idve wt/mth t 0*25 mm/nth 
2 year class 2*41 mg/live wt/mth * 0*21 mm/mth 
A comparison of ?igs*6X> and 4/ shows that the 0*asellua growth curve 
approximates to Wieser1s estimated growth curve f o r scab or* I t 
i s evident that both speaios have a rapid rate of growth i n the 
f i r s t year of l i f e * whloh beoomoa loss with ago* Presumably, oftor 
three years body growth i s slight* 
Growth ourva of P«soaper. aooording to 
Wieser (1565) 
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2* Growth of rasproduotive tissue (Yg) of O.esollus and P»aoribor* 
Respirometry studies (Chapter 5) and the l i t e r a t u r e indioate 
that the maximum breeding season months are A p r i l to July* In en 
average year i t oon bo assumed that ovaries develop rapidly during A p r i l 
and May the eggs being deposited i n the brood pouoh during June* 
early embryos develop to become late embryos i n July and ore liberated 
as young during late July and early August* Knowing t h i s , and 
assuming that male and female body growth i s similar, the moan l i v e 
weights of mature females ( i * e * 1 and 2 year olass) as shown by the 
growth ourvea during those months, were assumed to be equivalent to the 
i 
l i v e weights of female body (non reproductive) tissue* Knowing the 
percentage water content of body tissue, (Chapter 7) 68*99 * 3*46/S 
0*asellus and 67*85 * 2*45$P*scabor* i t was possible to determine 
the mean dry weights of female body tissue represented by the mean 
l i v e weights of males* These dry weights may therefore be expressed 
as the t o t a l dry weight of female minus the reproductive tissue* The 
formulae calculated by the least squares method i n the l i v e weight/ 
dry weight experiments (Chapter 7) f o r l i v e weight of breeding females 
(Y) on Dry weight females minus reproductive tissue (x) were** 
0*agellua 
Y « 2*995 X • 4*533 ( r » 0*99) Ripe ovaries 
Y • 3*857 X + 1*060 ( r » 0*99) Early embryos 
Y • 3*759 X +10.952 ( r « 0*99) Late embryos 
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P.Bcebor: 
Y « 3.440 X +' 0*672 ( r a 0*99) 3ipe ovaries 
Y a 3*960 X + 3*136 ( r * 0*99) Early embryos 
Y i» 5*502 X - 1*525 ( r a 0*99) Late embryos 
The l i v e weight of breeding females 3&s thus oaloulated* 
From thi s l i v e weight &£ was possible to estimate the dry 
weight of reproductive tissue present using the formulae 
presented i n Figs.33a (Ripe ovaries), 35 a ( 3a r l y embryos)* 
and 3^a (Late embryos)> whioh areJ-
0*asellust 
X » 0*020 Y - 0*184 ( r • 0*91) Eipe ovaries 
X a 0*065 Y - 1*408 ( r a 0*96) Karly embryos 
X a 0*074 Y - 0*672 ( r a 0*97) Late embryos 
P*aoabor: 
X a 0*015 Y + 0*296 ( r * 0 . 8 l ) Ripe ovaries 
X a 0*064 Y - 0*197 ( * • 0*95) Early embryos 
X a 0*084 Y + 0*143 ( r a 0*99) Late embryos 
Table 52 shows the results obtained f o r both speoies* 
3* Energy of growth 
Growth i s seen to vary aooording to season, and tho size 
and breeding oondition of isopods* The lack of knowledge of 
the l i f e stage composition of populations of 0»nsellus and 
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Table 35 
O.aoellus. The calculation of the 'heat estimate* of growth of 
reproductive tissue ( O o v e r a 3i-f* span* A l l weights 
are means (mg). 
Age olass 
0 -1yr. No reproduotion 
1 -2yr 53*47 mg l i v e wt of ? produoes 4.7 mg dry wt of late embryos 
2 -3yr 91*84 mg l i v e wt of $ produoes 7.9 dry wt of late embryos 
(a) 
1 -2yri 53.47 • 4 . 456 B>S l.wtj i s 2 « 0.392 mg dry wt, 
12 12 
4*45^ mg l i v e wt produoes 0*392 mg dry wt lute embryos/mth. 
1 gram l i v e wt * 87*971 mg " H " " " 
2.903 mg " " " '24b.. 
• 16.219 cal/2Ui 
(b) 
2 - 3yr* 7*653 mg l i v e wt of £ produoes O.658 mg d.wt late embryos/mthj. 
1 gram l i v e ntfotf " 85.979 mg • • M • " 
« ! 2*838 mg «• • • " /24h. 
a 15.856 oal/24h 
r 
Thus 3zf gives 32.075 oal/24h 
1g£ gives 10.692 oal/24h. 
Assuming a l t l sex r a t i o , l g l i v e wt of animal givesi-
1 0 . 6 9 2 » 5.347 oa3/24h. 
2 
•Best estimate • Y 2 a 5.347 oal/g l i v e wt of 0*aaellua/24h. 
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Table 36 
i P.soaber. The ealculfition of tho 'best estimate' of growth 
of reproductive tioauo (Yg) over a l i f e span. A l l 
weights are means (mg). 
Age olaso 
0 - 1 y r No reproduction 
1 - 2 yr 75.12 rag l i v e wt of £ produoeo 8.9 ng dry wt of l&te embryos 
2 - 3 yr 112,2 mg l i v e wt of $ produoes 11.8 mg dry wt.of late embryos 
(a) 
1 - 2 yr: 75.12 « 6.26 mg l i v e wt: 8.<3> a 0.742 mg. dry wt. 
12 12 
«• 6.26 mg l i v e wt produoes 0.742 mg dry wt. late embryos/mth. 
1 gram l i v e wt. " 118.530 mg dry " • • " 
3.912 mg " • " • /24h. 
• 22.036 ca3/24h. 
00 
2 - 3 yrs 9.350 mg l i v e wt. produoes 0.983 mg dry wt.lute embryos/mth. 
1 gram l i v e wt. " 105.134 «g " " " " " 
j « 3.470 mg • " • • /24h. 
• 21.067 cal/24h. 
Thus 3g l i v e weight ? gives 41.103 oal/24» 
1g • • ? " 14.368 oa3/24h 
Assuming & 1:1 sex r a t i o , 1g l i v e wt. of animal gives: 
„ 7 # 1 8 i „ oaV24h 
•*• 'Best estimate' • * j Y 2 s 7.184 e a l A . l i v * wt ?.5oaber/24h. 
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P,aoaber makes i t impossible to oaloulate directly the amount of the 
energy assimilated whioh i s used f o r gro-,7th (Y1 + + Y^) per unit 
area of habitat per unit time. Therefore the 'best estimate' teohnique 
i s again peraissable. Tables 33 end 34 show the method employed i n 
calculating a "beat estimate' of body growth (Y^) over the l i f e span 
of fisqfltvftf and Q.osettuft, Assuming a 1:1 sex r a t i o the 'best estimate' 
was oaloulated as Kale + Femle body growth giving a result of 2,178 oal 
2 
i 
/g, l i v e wt of Q.aaellua/24h and 2.079 oal/g. l i v e «t of P.acaber/24h, 
Tables 35 and 36 show the methods employed i n oaloulating the 'best 
estimate' of growth of reproductive tissue {XV,) over the l i f e span of 
each of the two speoies, using the data given i n . Table 32. Assuming 
a 1:1 sex r a t i o the 'best estimate 0 of reproductive growth (Yg) was 
5.431 oal/s.live w t of 0.aaellua/24h., ovuJL 7 /S4coO./o./;v« vit of Pscabv/Uk. 
The 'best estimate' of Y^  + Y 2 (energy of growth) was therefore 
8.149 oal/g.live wt of 0.aoellus/24h. and 9.263 oal/g.live wt of 
P«8oabor/24h. . t 
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SECTION 4 
The evaluation of the energy flow equation I « R + Y^  + 1^ • Y^  f o r 
O.asollus and P.soaber. 
Introduction 
The 'best estimates' given for each of the parameters I a £ 
+ Y,j + Yg i n the previous sections made possible the calculation of 
the energy budgets of O.asellug and F.aoabor. and should f a c i l i t a t e 
the calculation, from biomass data, of the annual amount of l i t t e r 
breakdown and energy flow per unit area of habitat per unit time 
by any population of p.aaollus or P.soaber. The data f o r individual 
age classes given by Saito (1965) for Ligidium .japonicum were used 
to compare the 'best estimate' technique as applied to Olasellua and 
P.aoaber;. 
Energy budgets of O.asellus and P.3caber. 
The 'best estimates' (oal/g.live w%/21th) given i n the previous 
seotions were multiplied by 3&£ thus onabling the data to be presented 
i n terms of k.cal/g«livo vrt/annua. I n addition the 'best estimates' 
of ingestion, egestion and assimilation were expressed as g.dry wt/g* 
l i v e wt/snnum, thus enabling the oalculatlon of l i t t e r breakdown i n 
terms of dry weight* Tables 37 and 38 show, the energy budgets of 
O.asellus and P.soaber respeotivefy. 
The 'best estimates* of l i t t e r breakdown. . 
(a) O.asellua 
Table 37 shows that 1g l i v e weight of O.asellus ingests 11*18 g. 
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dry weight (46,789 k.ouiy of l i t t e r per annum, of whioh 3.33 g.dry 
weight (13.749 k.oul) are assimilated, and 7*85 g. dry weight (33*040 
k.cal) are made available as faeoes f o r other heterotropha i n the 
eoosystem. 
(b) P.soaber 
Table 38 shows that 1g l i v e weight of P.soaber ingests 
9*04 fi. dry weight (37.855 k.oal) of l i t t e r per annum, of whioh 2.72 
g. dry weight (13.125 k.oal) are assimilated and 6.32 g. dry weight 
(24*730 k.oal) are made available as faeoes to heterotropha. 
The 'best eetiaates* of enorgy flew 
Tables 37 end 38 provide data which enable the evaluation of 
the equation:-
I » B. + Y.j • Y 0 + Yj (not measured) 
Thus for 1g l i v e vrt. of O.asellua:-
13.749 « 9.253 + 0.992 + 1.952 k.oaVWuua 
and f o r 1g l i v e wt, of P. scaler:-
13.125 « 7.639 + 0.759 + 2.622 k.oal/annum 
For the parameters actually measured (R + Y^  + Y 2) the energy flow 
equation shows an error of 11.1/5 O.asellus and 16.0# P.soabor. 
Thus the 'best estimates' measured f o r the contribution of these 
isopods to t o t a l energy flow i n a woodland eoosystem are:* 
O.aselluai 13.749 or 12,228 k.caS/g. l i v e wt/annum 
P.soaber. [14.125 or 11.020 b*cal/g. l i v e wV&nmua. 
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Table 37 
The energy budget ('best estimates') of 1g, l i v e weight 
of O.asollua. k.oal/annum, non braoketed; 
•*-——— g.dry wt/annum, braoketed* 
INGESTION 
a) 48*483 (11.58) 
b) 45.094 (10,77) 
46.789 (11.18) 
EGEST&N 
a) 35.4S4 (8.43)1 
, , v 33.040 (7.85) 
b) 30.585 (7.26)1 
. » • • . • 
1 
ASSIMILATION 
a) 12.989 (3.15) 
b) 14.509 (3.51) 
13.749 (3.33) 
i 
BODY GROWTH 
0.992 
1 
RESPIRATION 
*1. 9.1251 9 # 2 5 3 
2. 9.746 
REPRODUCTIVE GROWTH 
1.952 
LOSS BY MOULT 
a) » Data from winter faeces production experiments 
b) a Data from summer assimilatiten^experiments 
U 2 « Data from the two methods given 
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Table 38 
The energy budget ('best estimates') of 1g. l i v e weight 
of i'.aoaber« k.can/annum, non bracketed; 
g. dry wt/annum, braoketed. 
INGESTION 
a) 34.903 (8.3V) 
b) 40.807 (9.75) 
ECESEDWT" 
ft) 23.060 (5.90) 
b) 26.400 (6.75) 
37.855 (9.04 
24.730 (6.32) 
l' 1,1 BODY GROWTH 
0.759 
ASsndiu'tSioN 
ft) 11.843 (2.44) 
b) 14.407 (3.00) 
13.125 (2.72) 
RESPIRATION 
1. 7.784 
2. 7.523 
7.639 
GROWTH 
2.622 
LOSS BY KOULT 
a) n Data from winter faeoea produotion experiments 
b) a Data from summer assimilation experiments 
1 & 2» Data from the two methods given 
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Consideration of tbo results obtained f o r l i t t e r breakdown 
and energy flow indioatea that of the food ingested 6,3$ (0* aselltte) 
(P.soabor) i o used f o r body and reproductive growth, 27.2/S s 
(O.KSQllus) 29.3/5 (P.aoabor) i s assimilated, and 72,8^ (P .melius) 
70.7$ (P. soaber) i s returned to the eoosystem as faeces. Of the 
food assimilated, 67.3^ (O.asellua) 58.2# (P.soaber) i s respired, and 
21,4-/t (O.aaellua) 25.8/* (P. soaber) i s used f o r growth and raproduotion. 
A oomptrison of two methods of studying energy flow. 
(a) Application of energy flow data obtained f o r individual size 
olasses to populations where the eise olass composition i s known* 
(b) Employment of the 'best estimate* technique to populations 
where only biomosa data i s available. 
Method (a) was pursued by Saito (1965), who studied the energy 
flow of the isopod Liftidium .laponlcum) i n a warm temperate woodland 
ecosystem. Salto was able to distinguish age classes, and the 
numbor of eggs produced by the population, A survival ourve f o r 
the natural population, derived from the number of eggs produced, 
was drawn on the basis of population density and monthly age structure; 
this survival ourve ooinoided with the Type I I ourve of Deevoy (1947). 
Thus the mortality from one breeding season to the next was assumed 
to be constant. The mean growth rate of an individual per unit 
time was calculated as the difference between oonseoutlve mean weights 
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for the year group i n eaoh sample* The deoreaae i n numbers per 
unit time was oaloulated from the survival curve. Thus Saito 
was able to measure population growth and estimate ohanges i n 
population size. Measurement of respiration rate at f i e l d 
temperatures, and the determination of oa l o r i f i c values of L. .laponloum 
material made possible the calculation of energy flow through the 
2 
population i n terms of k.oal/«n /annum. 
Method (b) was, as already shown, pursued i n the present study. 
Using the data presented i n Saito's paper, the 'best estimates' 
of L. .japonicum were oaloulated, and compared, with those obtained f o r 
O.asellus and P.soaber. 
I s & Y1 *: Y2 
O.asellus 15.749 • 9.253 + 0.992 + 1.952 k.oal/g.live 
P.soaber 13.125 • 7.639 + 0.759 + - 2.622 • " 
L..1aponioum (11.144.) « 9.400 + 0.744 + 0.970 " 
Saito did not measure I therefore t h i s 'best estimate' was 
oaloulated as the sum of £ + + Yg. I f the 'best estimate' technique 
i s aoourate, i t should be possible to oaloulate the energy flow of 
L..1aponioum i n k.oal/^/annum by multiplying & + Y^  + Yg by Saito's 
mean biomaas figure of 1.444 g. l i v e weight/m /annum, and arrive at 
the figure of 19*5 k.oal/n /annum oaloulated by Saito for L. .laponloum. 
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Multiplication of the 'best estimates' given above f o r £• 
^aponioum by 1 givess-
i « a • Y 1 • Y 2 
(16.092) » 13.574 • 1.118 + 1.40 k.oaVa2/sanum 
I t i s apparent that the 'best estimate' teohnique underestimates 
i n t h i s case by 17.5$. 
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Diaoussion 
Engelmann (1966) has given a comprehensive l i s t of the 
parameters that should be studied for a oomplete synthesis of energy 
flow both through and within communities* The two major areas 
of investigation are population oensusing and bioonergetio studies* 
I t i s d i f f i c u l t f o r one worker to measure accurately a l l of the 
required parameters, as lack of time i s frequently the major d i f f i c u l t y 
facing any single worker* I n the present study a deoislon had to 
be made as to whether population oenauslng or bioenergetio studies 
should receive the greater emphasis, f o r i t was evident from the 
lite r a t u r e that a compromise between these two major areas of 
investigation led to various parameters being either neglected or 
assumed. . Time was limited i n the present study and the decision 
was taken to obtain bioenergetio data i n the most accurate manner 
possible during the time available* 
Of the t e r r e s t r i a l invertebrates already studied from a bioenergetie 
standpoint most showed a relatively simple l i f e history. I n the 
present study, animals with more complex l i f e histories, the isppods 
O.asellus and P.soaber were chosen. These animals reproduce more than 
onoe i n a l i f e t i m e , and show an overlap of generations, thereby 
providing an exoellent opportunity f o r the evaluation of methodological 
procedures, proven f o r animals with annual l i f e oyoles, when applied to 
animals with a more complex l i f e history. 
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The quantification of the equations:- Energy of ingestion • 
Energy of assimilation + Energy of egestion, and Energy of assimilation 
a Respiratory energy loss + Energy of bodily growth and reproduction, 
provided a considerable body of information suitable f o r use with 
detailed population analyses* or by employment of the 'best estimates' 
with simple biomuss data* 
Maofadyen ( 1961*1963) ; Phillipaon ( 1 9 6 2 , 1 9 6 3 ) ; and Phillipson 
and Vat son ( 1 9 6 5 ) , amongst others have emphasised that biologioal 
prooesses vary with age, physiological condition, and season* Clearly, 
i f one i s to approach a reasonably accurate measurement of the metabolic 
parameters involved i n a bioenergetio study, then measurements should 
be made as fa r as i s possible f o r a l l l i f e stages at a l l seasons, and 
under as near natural conditions as possible* The separate 
measurements of the parameters (a) ingestion, egestion, and assimilation 
to determine I ; (b) respiratory energy loss, R; and (0) bodily growth 
and reproduction, Y ^ + Y , , , i n this study, served to emphasise these 
points, as variations with l i f e stage, season and physiological 
condition of the animals were shown i n a l l the measurements* 
The food preference experiments proved useful i n that they made 
possible the proffering of foods most l i k e l y to be eaten i n the f i e l d , 
to animals subjected to assimilation experiments* The preliminary 
experiments indioated that both species would attempt fresh plant 
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material, as does A *vul flare yParis and Sikora (l965)» Paris and 
Sikora (1965) suggested A.vulgare may funotion to a significant 
extent as a grazing herbivore as well as a svavonger i n grassland* 
The present study showed that 0*asellus and P*goabor did not prefer 
fresh plant material, thus i t seems that such foods constitute only an 
insignificant part of the diet of these two speoies* Macfadyen 
(l96l) emphasised the need f o r more food preference studies on s o i l 
invertebrates so that 'bottle-necks' i n the energy flow picture 
might be reoognised* The present study presents such data f o r the 
isopods 0*asellus and P.soaber. and i t i s evident that preference 
does not ohange with season, as most of the preferred foods are 
available a l l the yoar round* The large variations i n ingestion, 
egestion and assimilation, shown both within and between different 
size groups, not only re-emphasise the neoessity to study individuals 
of a l l l i f e stages, but also indicates the neoessity f o r a large 
number of replioate experiments f o r eaoh size group, i n order that 
reasonably aoourate estimations of these parameters may be obtained* 
Earlier work suggested that animals feeding on decoying l i t t e r have 
low assimilation efficiencies: Van der D r i f t (l95l)# Gere (1956); 
and Dunger (1958)• among others* Most of these authors did not 
determine the assimilation efficiency of a l l l i f e stages, i n the main 
adults were studied* Relatively few animals were used, and no 
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'morkor food* or similar toohnique was employed* Tho present study 
shows that i f few animals are used i n assimilation experiments, and 
i f these are mainly adult forms, i t i s possible that low assimilation 
effioienoies w i l l result. For example Phillipson (1960b) and 
the present study of P.soaber (Table 17) show that assimilation 
effioienoy tends to deorease with size. Reoent3y Wioser (19&5) 
has reported the assimilation effioienoy of P.scabor over a l l l i f e 
stages* and quotes an average assimilation effioienoy of 25/°• This 
figure i s i n olose egreamont with that of 27.2/S O.asellns. and 29*3% 
P.aoaber. given i n Chapter 3« The present study suggests that the 
technique whereby re-wetted dessioator dried preferred materials ore 
offered as food under near natural conditions, along with a 
marker food, i s highly suitable for the estimation of the assimilation 
effioienoy of herbivores* However, Hubbell, Sikora and Paris (1965) 
working with Armadilliduim vulflare demonstrated the f e a s i b i l i t y of. 
using radioactive traeeejto measure assimilation effioienoy under 
f i e l d conditions, but indicated that experimental analysis of the 
parameters involved i n determining radionuclide turnover may be 
essential i n such studies. 
The high assimilation.and ingestion rates encountered during the 
summer experiments f o r tho 8 - 11 mm female size group of both O.aaellus 
and P.soaber i s interesting i n that i t ooinoides with the ohange i n 
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respiratory rata at t h i s size ( 7 to 8 mm)* The high rates obtained 
f o r ingestion and assimilation i n t h i s size group, as with respiration, 
oon be attributed to the attainment of sexual maturity* 
The peak breeding periods of 0*asellU3 and P.soabor determined 
i n the resplrometry experiments agree with those given by Heieley (1941) 
and tfieser (1963)» but i n neither speoies was a second brood produoed, 
as suggested by Heoley (l92fl)* However, P«sop.ber ovaries were 
developing rapidly i n September, therefore this speoies was possibly 
attempting to produoe a second brood, but was probabty prevented 
from doing so by the adverse climatic conditions i n October, as 
Boyer (1957/58) has suggested that low temperature i n particular 
suppresses brood pouoh formation* The variation of respiratory 
rate with size, physiologioal condition, and season, as shown by 
Q*asellua and P» soaber, strengthens the arguments raised by Maof adyen 
(1961), Phillipson (1962,1963) and others against short term determinations 
of respiratory rate, and leaves no doubt as to the necessity f o r a l l 
the year round respirometrio studies, and at a l l times of the d l e l to 
be made>if one i s to approaoh an aoourate estimate of the annual 
respiratory energy loss of a speoies population* 
Earlier studies u t i l i z e d length measurements rather than l i v e 
weight i n the estimation of growth* Paris and Pitelka (1963) pointed 
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out that thong i s groat variation between tho results of 
different authors f o r the same spooios, and conoludod that 
further information was needed f o r the growth rates of land isopods* 
The growth ourves presented i n t h i s study f o r p»naollue and P» 
aoabor are oonsidered tho best available at present* I n P.soeber 
a length of 13*0 sua (approximately 90*0 mg) i s reached at the 
end of 3 years, and not 3»8 years as postulated by Brereton (1956)* 
The growth ourve of 0*asellus oloarly demonstrates that growth was 
not const ant during the year, but varied with size, season, and 
breeding oondition* A pattern of rapid growth i n the f i r s t year 
was indicated, and growth became less narked with age* The 
effeot of season on growth was v e i l i l l u s t r a t e d by the sigmoidal 
ourve obtained f o r each age olass* Paris and Pitolka (1963} 
showed that A»vulp;nro« like, 0*asellus and P«conber had a rapid 
rate of growth to maturity; Saito (1965) also demonstrated that 
the rates of growth of the two ago classes of L» japoniouia followed 
the same pattern, the 0 year olass produoing 1*8$ K soal/m/yr 
and the 1 year olass producing the considerably lower amount of 
0*28 K.oal/m /yr* I t seems probable that the pattern of growth 
i l l u s t r a t e d by 0*asellus and P«soabor w i l l hold f o r a l l speoios 
of isopod, and one would suggest that isopod species of similar 
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aizo ranges e«g« O.aaellua*-Poroellio spp* and Aovulnaro w i l l 
havo similar growth ourves* 
The growth rates calculated f o r Q >asellus could be critioiaed, 
as oertain months (June to August) were estimated* However, 
as the estimated rate was based on the mean rate of each age 
class during the previous nine months* which inoluded the winter 
months when only nominal growth took plaoe, t h i s estimated rate 
w i l l , i f anything, be an underestimate because conditions are 
particularly favourable f o r growth during the summer months* This 
being the oase, the errors of 11$ O»asollus» and 16$ P»scaber« 
shown f o r the complete energy flow equations would i n faot be 
reduood, which i n turn would serve to add further might to the 
Justification of the methodology used, end the aocuracy of the 
experiments performed* 
The comprehensive data on the l i v e weight/dry weight relationships 
presented i n Chapter 7 should enable l a t e r workers on population 
studios of these two species to convert l i v o weights to dry weights, 
and vice versa, thus eliminating a considerable amount of time and 
labour i n the weighing and analysis of non reproductive, and 
reproductive material* 
The stringent requirements governing the accurate estimation 
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of energy flow necessitate numerous experiments both by day 
and by ai©itp at a l l seasons* Thus automatic recording dovioes 
euoh as tho automatic camera, and the continuously reoording 
rospironatore, thereby many animals &ey bo studied during each 
experiment, eliminate the need f o r oontlnuod observation* end 
considerably reduce the number of experiments to bo performed* 
Suoh automatic devices hold creat promise i n bloonergetio studios* 
The ftutonatio cane r a i s p&rtioularly suitable as i t allows exp rimonts 
to bo oonducbd undor near natural conditions* and Hives a permanent 
photographic record which nay bo proocsood at a l a t o r data* 
I n view of tho f not that much criticism has boon lovollod 
at respiroaotrlo studies at constant temperatures* i t i s of 
interest to note that tho respiration results obtained at 16 - 0«1 
°C (tho moan toopnrnturc of the habitat) f i t t r o ll into the energy 
flow equation, alongside those parameters vihloh wore measured 
separately under noar natural conditions* Closer (1965) has 
shown that P* goober, does not change i t s feeding regime u n t i l i t 
has boon subjected to laboratory conditions for a period of 5 days* 
One Bonders tahetber metabolic measurements made on suoh animals* 
immediately after oapturo* at tho annual moan environmental temperature* 
would reduce the need f o r mierooliaatio aoasureraents and teaperature 
corrections i n bioenergetio studios^ Indeed* tha 'best estimates' 
eoloul&tdd f o r tho rospiUatory energy loss of 0>«flallua» P*Bpabeg* 
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and L*japonloum are very similar* the figure f o r the l a t t e r speoies 
having been oaloulated from respirometrio measurements at f i e l d 
temperatures, and lead one to believe that measurements oonduoted 
at the mean annual temperature of the habitat are j u s t i f i a b l e * 
As stated i n the introduction, no single speoies of a 
'large decomposer' had been studied i n a l l i t s l i f e stages to 
investigate energy flow, before the present study oommenoed* 
Saito's (1965) comprehensive energy flow study of the lsopod 
L. .1aponiotun< where changes i n the population size were estimated, 
and the fate of the energy entering the population was measured, 
served to oompare the two different methodological approaches to 
energy flow studies as shown i n Seotion 4* Calculation of the 
'best estimates' of R + + Y 2 (respiratory energy loss + growth 
+ reproduction) f o r L<> japonioum from Saito's data, by the same 
methods employed f o r Q*asellus and P«aoaber made possible a 
comparison of the three species, and the effioaoy of the 'best 
estimate' technique* 
Comparison of the 'best estimates' of each of these three 
speoies showed that the figures for R and Y^  were very similar, 
but the figure f o r Yg * O R Q»MO11UB was approximately twice as great, 
and that f o r P»soaber approximately three times as great as that for 
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I.« jp-poniounu Consideration of the roaulto f o r nutrhor of late 
e.ubryos/young uj)On l i v e weight i n Chftptor 7 of ponfltvl^un and £»aoabog 
and Saito's data f o r young upon length of t ^ p e f t i f r u a , showed that 
an overall mean l i v e weight of Q»arcellug and r»so.'»;bor pro&uoo 
approximately two to two end a half tinea as many young than an 
overall mean l i v e weight of ft^ltrponictw* Consideration of the above 
faots, and knowing that t^aponfoum* P«gicpber and ^ y u l r a r q are 
present i n Saito's study area, and 0*asellufl, T>»aonber and ftvrulp&ra 
oooupy the present study area, i t scene probable that I»* jaT>onioum 
and 0 *Kaolins ooeupy similar inches i n a woodland ecosystem. 
Salto (15^5) oompsring his results of t o t a l energy flow 
through a L»3^r>onleum population ( l 9 » 5 k.cal/a /yr) with t o t a l 
energy flow through other invertebrate populations as estimated by 
other workers (Odua & Smallcy 1959a Saalley 1960* Kuenslor 1961; 
and Oduo, Connell, and Davenport 1962), showed that the value f o r 
I.«f o,tiordoi5a was much aoaller than the values given f o r other invertebrates 
by these authors* I t i s possible that the low values f o r l * * 
.j&ponloua w i l l be refleoted by populations of 0»osellus and 
P+soober when the bioenergetio information i s applied to population 
data* The actual role of these isopods i n the breakdown of 
woodland l i t t e r , and thoir contribution to tho t o t a l energy flow 
through the ecosystem w i l l become apparent when the results beoome 
available from studies ourrentty being conduotod as part of a 
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wider woodland ecosystem study i n Durham* For instance, 
raaaauromenta of l i t t e r f a l l * population, analyses, and bioenorgotios 
of other key largo decomposers o*g* Diplopoda and Lumbriaidao, w i l l 
make possible the oaloulation of tho percentage of annual l i t t e r 
production broken down by the Isopoda and oth&r 'largo decomposers' 
and a comparison of t h e i r importance i n promoting energy flow 
through tho woodland cco^ratom* 
Tho effioaoy of the 'best estimate' technique was tested 
by multiplication of the 'best estimates* caloul&ted f o r I<»foponloum 
by Saito*s mean biomass figure* The 'best estimate' technique 
was found to bo an underestimate of the order of approximately 
17/** Clearly, i t i s preferable to apply bioenergotio data to 
detailed population analyses, but as mentioned earlier the time 
factor often precludes tho study i n depth of both population and 
bioenorgotie paramo tors* Two methods havo boon presented f o r the 
calculation of energy flow through populations of Oaagollua and 
P.scabor* Application of the individual l i f e stage data to 
detailed population analyses w i l l given an accurate estimation of 
energy flow* However, employment of the 'best estimate* technique 
with simple? blom&ss data, and tho use of a 1?/S correction feotor 
should enable the energy flow through populations within the 
geographical range of tho two spooioo 0*nftol.lua and jfososbpr, to bo 
rapidly oomparcd* Herein l i e s tho value of the 'best estimate' 
technique* 
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1* Bioencrgotica studios on tho ioopo&s Oy&oollua and P«nonpar 
wore made to investigate a l l the paramators of tho equationsi-
(a) food ingcatod « Food assimilated -<• Food cg-aatod 
(b) Knergy assimilated » Respiratory • Energy of • Energy •Energy 
energy loss body growth of reproduction loss 
by moul 
I « H 4 Y l * T 2 * Y 3 
2* Preliminary food preference experiments shor/ed that both species 
attempted fresh plant material, but these foods wore not preferred* 
Food preference did not d i f f e r markedly with season as the preferred 
foods, dead and deoaying leaves, wore present at a l l times of the 
year* 
3* The feeding a c t i v i t y was shown to be limited to the period l£ 
hours after sunset and 2sr hours before sunrise* The daytime hours 
were spent under shelters* 
4« A -regression of ingestion rate upon l i v e weight was oaloulated 
eooording to the formula Log x » - 1*555 • 0*307 Log 7 and 
Log x a - 0*897 • 0*577 Log Y f o r Q*&SQ1IU3 and P.aoabcr respectively* 
5* Assimilation efficiency varied with also, but an overall mean 
figure of 27*&£ and 29*3/» was oaloulated f o r the assimilation 
efficiency of 0*.aaellua and P»scaber respectively* 
6* The high rates of ingestion and assimilation calculated f o r the 
6 - 11 ma female alee group of both spooios may bo related to tho 
attainment of sexual maturity* 
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7* Of the food ingooted, 72*0,* 0*asollu8 and 70*7* F*Boabor 
waa returned to tha ecosystem as faeces* A regression of rate of 
faeces production upon l i v e weight, was calculated according to tha 
formula Log x « - 1*303 «• 0*807 Log Y and Log ac » • 1*097 • 0*615 
Log Y f o i % p*oseIluo and P*Bonber respectively, 
8* Oxygen consumption tests vrera made on 0*.".sollu3 between !.!urch . 
1963 and inarch 1964.; and on ?»ac«ber between June ISO*, and June 1965* 
9* I n the relationship l i v e might to length a change ooours at 
approximately 20 mg or 7«5 no 0*asollus and 16* mg or 7»0 nsm P.ooeber* 
which also ooinoidoa with a change In the respiratory rate to l i v o 
weight relationships* Tho high 0^ uptake at l i v o weights loss 
than 20 mg Q.^selllus and 16 mg P.posber i s clearly assooiated with 
growth* 
10* At -weights greater than 20 mg 0*asalltia and 16 og P.soaber 
tho respiratory rat© per unit weight i s f a i r l y constant} aberrance 
during the breeding season was associated with reproductive a c t i v i t i e s 
11* Calorific values of isopod material ware determined with tho aid 
of a microbomb oalorimeter suitable f o r smell biological samples* 
12« Livo weight/dry weight relationships vrore obtained f o r body (non 
reproductive) and reproductive materials of O+asellua and P»soflber* 
13* G-rovrth of a l l l i f e stages of CUftsollua was studied between 
August 1965 and Key 1966* The growth oruvo thus obtained was similar 
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to that oouatruoted by S'ieaer (1965) f o r P*noabpr* 
14* Growth was shown to vary with season, as il l u s t r a t e d by the 
sigraoid&l ourvo obtained f o r a l l age olaases of 0*»,sellus* 
15* Animals grew rapidly during t h e i r f i r s t yoar, but tho rate of 
growth deoroaoed with ago* Both 0*aa<!illug and P»somber grow to a l i v e 
weight of approximately 90 mg (13 •Gam) i n three years* Relatively 
few animals wore thought to survive beyond three years old* 
16* Methods of calculating the 'best estimates' of tho rates of 
ingostion, egastion, assimilation* respiratory energy loss* bodily 
growth and reproductive growth are given* The rata of energy 
loss by moult was not oaloulated as isopods oat t h e i r exuvlal, and 
no c a l o r i f i c value was obtained due to repeated fa i l u r e of combustion 
of t h i s matarlal i n tho miorobomb calorimeter* 
17* Energy budgets are given f o r both species, i n terms of 
'best estimates' expressed as either g*dry wt/golive wt of isopod/ 
annum* or K*cal/g«livo wt of ioopod/annum* Thus i t was calculated 
that 1 gram l i v e wt of 0*n8ollua ingostod 11*18 g*dry wt (46.789 k»oal) 
per annua, of which 3*33 £ dry wt (13*749 k*oal) were assimilated* 
and 7*85 g*dry wt (33*040 k*oal) were returned to the eoosystem as 
faecesj 1 gram l i v e wt of P.soaber Ingested 9*04 g* dry wt (37*855 
k*oal) per annum, of whioh 2*72 godiy wt (13*125 k*oal) were 
assimilated, and 6*32 g*dry wt (2W30 k*cal) wore returned to tho 
ecosystem as faeoos* Respiratory energy loss was 9*253 k*oal and 
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7.6^9 kooal; bodily gro-srta 0.992 and 0.759 i and reproductive 
growth 1*952 and 2*622 k*oal/g*livo wfc/onaua f o r 0*aaellua and 
P»Boabcr. respectively* 
18* A discrepancy of 11$ and 16.« for 0»agcllU3 end F*aeabor 
respectively was calculated from the 'best estimates' of tho onergy 
flow Z » R + Y^ * Yg + Yj equation* 
19* Comparison of tho 'best estimates' obtained i n tho present study 
with those calculated f o r L»japoniourc from Saito's (1965) data 
indicated that 0*n.sollus and fr*.foponioua occupy similar riches i n 
woodland ecosystems* The 'best estimate' was shown to be on 
underestimate by approximately 17** 
20* I t was concluded that the 'best estimate' technique was valuable 
i n that i t made possible tho rapid oompi'rl&on of energy flow through 
populations i n different areas of the geographical range of tho 
species being studied* 
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APPENDIX 2 
SAMPLE! EECORDINGr SHEET FOR THE CALCULATION 
OF CALORIFIC VALUES. 
Materials Serly enibraroe^O^oeXItttft 
«t of pan • polldt a 114.000 fit of poa « .ifiMSU 
Bt of pellet * 
Calibration* 0*7573 aVAoCoal 
laV seal© a 2 
»V 2) 0*922 
rp*effl. 
Sat 0.007573 aV g loal 
823 ©V 2 523 
Tbua 16*742 tag 
• • 2 Id^df^m calo 
2 104,863222. cols 
1000 sg «« lCft.^f?,2gLaa000 « 6*262cals 
Cal val to 6,262 X*ca2/g* 
•£rt of pn+adh * 97*033 
Wt of pan * ,.?7*2^a 
©t of ash * r v > » ^ 
Wt of pe l l e t » 16*7*3. 
m of mh m Oajm 
ASS mm: u 
la* u b fras wt a\„C*l,s y * ^ ^ * IfiKtt a *0M632gX * 1000 
Attii £ * J W t Wt . lo*\t>2 
°* Cfil value (ash froe) *t 6*1} 90 X«cal/#* 
